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Send items for the calendar to davebunnell@
comcast.net at least 4 weeks before desired month of 
publication (e.g., by April 1 for the May issue). 

USA
April 15, 2019—2019 NSS Convention Session 
and Chair Leaders: All Abstracts Are Due To John 
Hoffelt, Program Editor. All abstracts need to go 
through the sessions/chair leader and forwarded 
to John at mossyguy@comcast.net.
May 11-18, 2019—National Cave Rescue 
Commission (NCRC) Cave Rescue Operations 
and Management Seminar at Camp Rivervale in 
Mitchell, Indiana.  Extensive classroom instruction 
and fieldwork in all phases of cave rescue 
including underground environment, vertical 
rescue, hauling systems, extrication techniques, 
medical management, communication systems 
and much more!  For more information, please 
go to: www.ncrc.info.
May 24-27, 2019—The Louisville Grotto is hosting 
their 49th Speleofest caving event at the Lone 
Star Preserve, Bonnieville, Kentucky; always 
on Memorial Day Weekend, always a great 
time. Close proximity to lots of caves, kayaking, 
Mammoth Cave National Park, and other local 
attractions for surface dwellers. There will be 
lots of caving, gear, vendors, banquet, bonfire, 
and fun for the kids.Follow us on Facebook for 
updates https://www.facebook.com/Speleofest 
http://speleofest.com/
June-17-21, 2019—2019 NSS Convention in 
Cookeville, Tennessee. http://nss2019.subworks.
com/

July-18-21, 2019—Karst-O-Rama, at Great 
Saltpetre Cave Preserve, Mt. Vernon, Kentucky.
Hosted by the Greater Cincinnati Grotto. Cave 
trips on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. There 
will be cave vendors, children’s activities, cave 
box for the flexible, climbing contest, and more. 
Howdy party on Friday night and a live band on 
Saturday night. Theme for the party is still TBD. 
Pre-registration discount will be available, once 
the website is updated.  Please check back here 
for details to come. In the meantime, questions 
can be emailed to the Karst-O-Rama committee, 
at kor@karstorama.com
August 2-4, 2019—The 66th annual Indiana 
Cave Capers  will be held at the Crawford County 
Fairgrounds in Marengo, IN. Friday night is the 
Camp Party with music and Shallow Grotto 
fellowship. Led cave trips by volunteers, food, 
Saturday night banquet with keynote speaker 
photographer-explorer Chris Bell, and  cave 
vendor Inner Mountain Outfitters will all make 
this an event to not miss! See you there! For 
info: cigcaves.com or Ron Adams 317-490-7727
August 21-25, 2019—Registration is now open 
for this years 5-Day SPAR class in Redmond 
OR. This is a small party assisted rescue class 
and teaches essential small party rescue skills. 
Register early as these classes fill up quickly. 
https://NCRC.regfox.com/2019-ncrc-spar-
redmond-oregon
August 30 – September 2 2019—CaveFest. 
Sewanee Mountain Grotto is hosting their annual 
auction and party in the heart of TAG over Labor 
Day weekend. Auction, led cave trips, bat flight 
float trips, music, dancing, homebrew (available 
ALL weekend with the purchase of a $10 mug) 
and a potluck dinner. Please bring a side dish for 
the potluck if you wish to participate. SMG will 
provide the meat. Caver’s Paradise Campground 
amenities include: Bath house with hot showers, 

Note the change in date for the KOR event 
below, an earlier listing mistakenly showed 
it as June.

Jim Fox took this image of the 246-foot-high waterfall in Enigma Cave, a relatively new find 
that  will be one of the planned cave trips at this year’s Convention in Cookeville, TN. For an 
overview of the trips being offered Pre, During, and Post-Convention, see the article on page 
20, which has a link to more details on the Convention Web site. 

volleyball court, dish washing station, RV hook 
ups, hot tub and a sauna.. And not to mention 
thousands of caves within an hour drive or less. 
Please refer to the Caver’s Paradise website for 
directions. There is no registration fee but the 
campground does charge a $10.00 for the entire 
weekend and RV hookups are available for an 
additional $25.00. All of the proceeds from our 
event go back into the caving community! To 
follow or join the event on facebook, go to: https://
www.facebook.com/groups/SMGCaveFest/   
July 27 - 31, 2020 (tentative)—NSS Convention 
in Elkins, West Virginia.

INTERNATIONAL
July 23-29, 2021—18th International Congress 
of Speleology,  (Lyon, France), http://uis2021.
speleos.fr/
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It is safe to assume that the readers of 
the NSS news need little introduction to 
Krubera-Voronya which, at 2196 meters of 
depth, was (in August 2017) the deepest cave 
in the world. I, like most cavers, had heard 
of Krubera, but had little expectation that I 
would actually go there, especially given that 
there seemed to be a stigma (at least among 
my earliest circle of caving friends) that it was 
not an easy place for Westerners to visit. It 
wasn’t until I saw a presentation by British 
caver Andy Chapman, that I toyed with the 
idea of going there myself. Andy had gone 
to Krubera with the Ukrainian Speleological 
Society (who have been exploring Krubera 
since the 1980s), and told me that he could 
put me in touch with the organizers and 
offer his recommendation. Additionally, as 
a dual Israeli citizen, I would be exempt from 
the biggest logistical challenge; obtaining a 
multi-entry Russian visa. 

It took two years before I found the 
time to join an expedition to Krubera, but in 
2017 it finally happened. Zeb Lilly decided to 
join as well. So, in summer of 2017 I began 
to prepare for the expedition. I generally 
succeed in maintaining a pretty decent level 
of fitness between expeditions. However, this 
would be a trip that would break my personal 
depth record (I had only been to -1000 
meters on two earlier expeditions and now 
was preparing to nearly double that). I’m sure 
it is true that the best exercise for caving is 
caving, but as someone who has never lived 
in a cave-rich area, creativity is required. So, 
I upped up my usual workout routine of uphill 
running and climbing at the rock gym, to 
include regular treks up the local butte with 
a 70-pound pack, as well as a specific static 
exercise that I do to simulate ascending rope. 
Other pre-expedition preparations included 
a few more gear purchases: air temperatures 

Krubera-Voronya 2017
Gilly Elor

in Krubera run just above freezing, and you 
can expect to get (at times) fully submerged 
in snowmelt water. Therefore, the main 
financial burden involved purchasing a 
whitewater drysuit.  

Krubera lies in the Western Caucasus 
Mountains on the Arabika Massif in the 
Republic of Abkhazia—a breakaway republic 
of Georgia bordering Russia to the north and 
the Black Sea to the west. It has a history 
of turmoil with Georgia and has come to be 
recognized as its own nation by only four 
other countries in the world, one of which is 
Russia. Indeed, the Abkhazi economy relies 
in part on tourism from Russia as vacationing 
Russians cross the border from Sochi for a 
cheaper Black Sea experience. As such, the 
arguably best option for foreigners traveling 
to Krubera is to fly into Sochi and cross the 
Abkhazi-Russian border, which is only a 
few kilometers away. The upside to this is 
avoidance of the Abkhazi-Georgian border, 

which frequently experiences closures and is 
considered a relatively crime-ridden region. 
The downside is the need for multi-entry 
capabilities into Russia; from the Georgian 
perspective entering Abkhazia from Russia 
constitutes an illegal entry into Georgia, and 
so exiting across the Georgian border is not 
an option in the scenario in which re-entry 
into Russia is suddenly denied.  

On July 24th 2017 I boarded my 
Aeroflot flight to Russia. Zeb, after expe-
riencing some misadventures involving a 
nearly missed connection flight and a confis-
cated klyuch (that’s Russian for wrench), met 
me in Moscow. From there Zeb and I flew 
to Sochi and met up with Hakan Eğilmez, a 
Turkish caver and the only other new non-
Ukrainian or Russian on the expedition that 
year. The three of us wandered around Sochi 
and enjoyed a wonderful dinner of beer and 
kebabs. 

The following morning, while waiting 

On the Arabika Massif

On the Arabika Massif. Photo by Yuriy Basecamp
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for Zeb’s lost bag to arrive, we killed a few 
hours by wandering around Sochi in search 
of a replacement klyuch for Zeb. Sochi is 
a holiday destination for Russians, but only 
for Russians. One is hard pressed to find an 
English speaker in this city. With help from 
Google translate we scoured the markets and 
eventually located a hardware shop. Finally, 
in the early afternoon Zeb, Hakan and I 
got a lift from our helpful Chechnyan hotel 
shuttle driver to the Abkhazi border.  We 
were a bit nervous crossing the border, not 
really knowing what to expect and with the 
realization that we were entering a disputed 
territory.  

The three of us foreigners, with our 
massive packs, must have stuck out like a 
sore thumb amongst the crowd of Russian 
beach-goers waiting to cross the border— 
and we were immediately pulled into a back 
room. My Israeli passport seemed to trigger 
the most questioning, as many of the border 
agents did not seem to be aware of the fact 
that I did not need a visa and continuously 
asked me why I didn’t have one—I did 
have a fear (maybe rational, maybe not) 
that somehow this visa-free travel would be 
revoked in the two weeks I would spend in 
Abkhazia. Other questions addressed our 
business in Abkhazia (to which we were 

told to say mountaineering), queries into 
our status in our respective home countries 
(designed to show proof that we intended 
to return home), and some questions clearly 
just meant to catch us off guard. One border 
agent turned to Zeb in great seriousness and 
said “I have question” long pause…. “In US, 
what is legal driving age?”. At some point 
Zeb turned to me and whispered “I really 
hope they don’t ask us how long we all have 
known each other”, seeing as we had just 
met Hakan the day before. Finally, after over 
an hour of questioning our new border-agent 
friends were satisfied and we were granted 
transit over the bridge across the river and 
into Abkhazia. 

The border-control checkpoint emptied 
us into a courtyard where we were met by 
YuriyKasyan, the organizer of the expedition, 
and children Dasha and Max (the Ukrainians 
had caravanned from Ukraine and Crimea 
and had arrived a day prior). From this 
vantage we could now see the Arabika 
Massif in the not-too-far-distance, and Yuriy 
excitedly pointed towards it and said simply 
“There is Krubera!”. We piled into Yuriy’s 
vehicle and drove the few kilometers to the 
expedition staging area, an old structure in 
the town of Tsandripsh. Dasha and Max gave 
Zeb and me a short walking tour of the village 

that involved meeting friendly locals and 
purchasing local wines to share at our rather 
extravagant dinner later that evening. The 
following day involved a trip to Sukhumi, the 
capital of Abkhazia, to get visas and purchase 
additional expedition food. The evening was 
spent organizing and pre-packing food into 
cave rations wrapped in cellophane.  

The next morning, July 27th, the 
expedition was ready to begin. We loaded all 
the gear (and ourselves) into an old Russian 
army truck and made the five-hour drive up 
the rugged road to the Arabika Massif. The 
road ended at a small hut that was seasonally 
occupied by goat herders. From the hut 
we had an hour hike (with very modest 
elevation change, fortunately, as we were 
already at about 2500 meters elevation) to 
the cave entrance, and to basecamp. The 
region is spectacular: the hike to basecamp 
meandered across the karst plateau with large 
patches of grassland covered in wildflowers. 
Basecamp itself was nestled in a large glacial-
trough valley surrounded by higher peaks to 
the south and east. To the northwest was a 
distinct cliff drop off, and in the evening we 
could see planes flying through the clouds 
down below making their approach to and 
from Sochi. Basecamp consisted of a kitchen 
area in a rock outcropping, a large gear 

Feigin hauls a load of gear up to basecamp
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tent, a solar-heated shower, and the many 
personal tents. The entrance to Krubera is 
but a few minutes walk up a hill away from 
basecamp. That afternoon everyone made 
2-3 gear-hauling trips from the truck drop-off 
point to basecamp before we called it a night 
and enjoyed a luxurious dinner of borscht, 
fresh salad, and bread.  

The next day we woke up early, a 
lot of gear remained to be transported to 
basecamp. 

Despite our elevation it was very hot 
in the sun, and we were thankful once 
the tarp that would cover our communal 
kitchen area was set up and we could take 
a break there for tea between trips. Hakan, 
Zeb and I did five shuttles each before the 
day was done. That evening over dinner 
Yuriy explained the plan: Zeb, Hakan, and I 
would join Olha Horbachova and Gennadiy 
(Genna) Samokhin on a nine-day camp trip 
to the bottom of the -1700 meter branch of 
Krubera. Genna, (who dove the the terminal 
sump to 46 meter depth in 2007 and then 
to 52 meter depth in 2012 setting the world-
record depth, at the time, to 2197 meters) 
had a dive lead in mind as well as a dig/rock 
motivation lead near a chamber called “The 
Hall of the Soviet Speleologists”. Another 
trip would be conducted in parallel with 

ours to Berchilskaya—a 500 meter deep 
cave that would add over 100 meters of 
depth to Krubera if connected. It is believed, 
although not physically confirmed, that 
Krubera resurges out of submerged springs 
emerging from the floor of the Black Sea, 
some shallow, but some hundreds of meters 
deep. Therefore, after Genna’s 52 meter 
deep dive, the group refocused efforts on 
Berchilskaya and other leads in Krubera, 
postponing the logistical challenges of 
continuing to push a deep sump lead at -2 
kilometers which was unlikely to lead into 
dry cave.  

I should pause and mention the amusing 
way in which the expedition plan was 
communicated. The Ukrainian expedition 
members, for the most part, speak very little 
English (although the younger members did 
have a larger vocabulary). Fortunately, Feigin 
Leonid, an Israeli-Russian and longtime 
Krubera expedition veteran was also with us. 
So, Yuriy would discuss the plan in Russian, 
Feigin would translate it into Hebrew, and 
I would translate it into English for Zeb and 
Hakan (a strategy that would no longer be 
available to us except over cave phone once 
we were to begin our camp).   

The following morning we made one 
final run to pick up the last of the gear from 

the truck drop-off point, after which Zeb, 
Hakan and I demonstrated proficient SRT 
technique on a rope course that Yuriy had 
set up. Needless to say everyone in Krubera 
uses a frog system. The Ukrainians are fans 
of the micro-rack, which is what I was to use 
as well. Zeb brought two Petzl Stops and was 
planning on using a dueling Stop technique1 
to speed up crossing rebelays on the way 
down. The rest of the day we spent finish-
ing up basecamp errands, and packing food 
and gear in preparation for our underground 
camp; supplies were double dry bagged and 
placed in 25 liter haul bags (bigger bags 
would not fit through the meanders, we 
were told).  

The next day Zeb, Hakan and I had a 
warmup trip. The plan was for each of us 
to take one bag of food down to the -500 
meter level.  I  also carried a cave phone 
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Gilly beginning her descent into Krubera

Feigin describes to Gilly, Zeb and Hakan the junction to “Iran” before 
our warmup trip
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Getting ready at the entrance to Krubera

Hakan and three packs on the trip in

1 Zeb explains::The two stop technique is shown 
on pages 284-5 of Alpine Caving Techniques 
as a rescue method. It’s also useful for carrying 
heavy loads down the cave. There is no need to 
attach your cow’s tail to the rebelay bolt as one 
is always on a descender. The advantage is that 
you don’t have to stand up in the rebelay loop to 
remove the cows tail. The down side, you have to 
be careful not to tangle things up when doing it.
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Krubera Map: Courtesy Yuriy Kasyan and the Ukrainian Speleological Society

so that we could tap into the phone line at 
various places and ring basecamp to check 
the connection. The three of us made our 
way into the (rather unassuming) entrance 
to the deepest cave in the world, and down 
the 80 meter entrance shaft series. While the 
rigging itself along the trade route of Krubera 

is excellent, the rope and hardware is left 
permanently rigged. Additionally, Krubera, 
while generally not excessively muddy, has 
a certain amount of sandy grit beyond what 
may be familiar to alpine cavers in other parts 
of Europe. The cumulative result of these 
factors is that we quickly discovered many 

worn ropes, and even a few core shots. Tying 
knots where possible we continued making 
our way to the -200 meter level; here the 
cave splits off into two distinct spectacular 
branches. Our instructions for not getting 
lost were “just don’t take the turn to Iran” —
referring to the branch of the cave that goes 
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down to -1697 meters that was explored by 
a team of Iranian cavers—our route would 
see us following the main branch until a split 
at the -1400 meter level, one way leading to 
the sump and -2 kilometers, while the other 
leads to the Hall of the Soviet Speleologists 
(see map for details). Not soon after the 
divide at -200 meters we encountered a core 
shot rope rigged off rusted spits. Zeb and I 
decided that it would not be wise to continue 
without some replacement rope, left our bags 
at the -250 meter level, and called it a day.  

The following day, July 31, was the 
start of our nine day camp. Zeb, Hakan, 
Olha, Genna and I entered Krubera (with a 
stash of replacement rope in tow). We made 
our way down the entrance series, fixing the 
rigging as we went along and picked up our 
bags from the previous day.  At this point 
we had three bags each. One was a personal 
bag containing a -10 degree C synthetic 
sleeping bag (cave camps were equipped 
with everything but communal bags), drysuit 

should we need it, lights etc. Another bag 
contained group gear consisting primarily of 
each person’s share of tanks and other dive 
gear, a drill with batteries and other assorted 
digging supplies etc. Finally we each carried 
a bag of food and other camp supplies— the 
idea being one bag would support the five of 
us for two days.  

The uppermost area of Krubera consists 
of a vertical shaft series with pitches ranging 
between 20 meters and 150 meters (the 
three pack management strategy here is 
to dangle two below and wear one on your 
back). At around -500 meters the cave 
character changes to a long, often tight, 
meander divided up by (relatively) short 
pitches. Here our three packs slowed us 
down a bit as we frequently stopped to shuttle 
and pass them. The meander eventually 
opened up and at the bottom of a 70 meter 
pitch we reached the -700 meter deep camp.  
By now we were totally soaked and a bit cold, 
despite moving. Fortunately, camp was in a 
silk tent. Additionally, Genna immediately 
fired up two Primus stoves which heated 
up the tent and allowed us to dry out our 
undersuits (which we would also sleep in) 
while we cooked and ate dinner—this would 
become our normal evening routine. As Olha 
put it “without this”, pointing to the tent and 
stoves, “we die”.  

Let me now pause and describe the 
nightly dinner routine, as this was no ordinary 
cave camp dinner. First tea and appetizers 
were served consisting of sausage, Ukrainian 
cheese, raw cloves of garlic and bread crou-
tons. While these where being devoured 
Genna would cut a lemon into slices and 
announce “My friends, Russian tradition” 
and proceed to pass around the lemon slices 
with a ½ L bottle of vodka (that’s right food 
rations included ½ L  for five people each 
two days, this is Eastern Europe after all). 
Next there would be a salad of chopped 

up cabbage and exotically flavored mayon-
naise. Dinner itself would involve chopping 
up carrots and onions, frying them in butter 
on the lid of a camp pot, and adding in a 
mixture of grains and meat (often with more 
mayonnaise flavored to taste). Finally dessert 
included Halva and Ukrainian chocolate and 
candy bars. Needless to say we went to bed 
happy, although both Zeb and I admitted we 
wished we had brought in camp shoes (slip-
ping in and out of the tent while doing yoga 
tricks to get your wellies on and off to go to 
the latrine or collect water is unpleasant), and 
NeoAir mattresses…  

The following morning we packed 
up our personal camp kits and continued 
to make our way uneventfully down the 
cave across meanders and pitches until we 
reached the -1200 meter camp; another 
silk tent at the bottom of a drippy 100 
meter shaft. The next day (day three of our 
camp), we left the -1200 meter camp and 
continued downstream. At -1400 meters 
we encountered the junction dividing the 
drainage going to the -2 kilometer sump 
from the one going to the branch where our 
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Genna returning from the dive

 Zeb fixes rigging at the -1700m level

Zeb at the -200m level
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objectives where located (here another camp 
was strategically placed, however there was 
no need to use it now). 

Beyond the drainage divide the cave 
changed character to include more short 
pitches and breakdown rather than shafts 
and meanders. Additionally, it was clear 
that we were no longer on the relatively 
more frequently traveled trade route; pitches 
were rigged slightly more “exploration style” 
which rattled our nerves even more since 
by now we had run out of replacement 
rope. Eventually,  we dropped down into 
an impressive chamber—The Hall of the 
Soviet Speleologists—which would be our 
home for the next three nights. We were 
now at a depth of 1710 meters below the 
entrance. Unlike the other camps that were 
left established between expeditions, the 
tent, foam pads, and camp supplies for this 
camp where stashed high up as the chamber 
floods periodically. We spent some time 
flattening out a large sand slope, rigging 
up the tent and patching in the phone line 
(making a successful call to basecamp) before 
we retreated into our warm shelter for dinner 
and sleep.  

The following day, Aug 3, our fourth 
in the cave, would be our first day of 
exploration. Genna led the way to a room 
not far from the camp where we would spend 
the rest of the day uneventfully moving and 
motivating rock, making a few meters of 
progress into the dig. 

On Aug 4th Genna planned to dive. 
Genna sent Zeb and me ahead with some 
dive gear and instructions (pictorially sketched 
out on a sheet of survey paper as without 
Feigin we had a bit of a language barrier) for 
fixing up the rigging at the pitch leading up 
to the lead. After some “rope tricks” (which 
included Zeb penduluming across the pitch to 
replace a very badly worn rope), we climbed 
up to a scalloped tunnel and traversed around 
turquoise pools until we reached a very nice-
looking sump. We unloaded our packs, and 
soon Hakan, Olha and Genna arrived as well.   

Genna began kitting up, removing his 
cave suit to reveal the whitewater style drysuit 

which he had been wearing underneath—it 
had been modified to include a dump and 
inflator valve so that he planned to use it for 
the dive as well. Interestingly, his drysuit was 
not sealed with a zipper, but rather it had an 
open spot that you would twist together and 
bind with three snoopy loops (this was the 
same technique used on the food dry bags 
and it seemed to work pretty well). Soon 
Genna was kitted up and disappeared into 
the sump. He returned about 20 minutes 
later with less line, indicating that he had 
turned the dive when he hit thirds but the 
sump kept going upstream. We packed up 
the dive gear and headed back to camp.  
After lunch Olha, Genna, Zeb and I headed 
back to the dig while Hakan stayed at camp 
as his shoulder was bothering him. We spent 
the rest of the day pushing the dig hard, but 
despite carrying out many bags of rocks it 
did not appear very promising. Eventually, 
short on time, we headed back to camp with 
the impression that Genna had declared the 
dig dead.  

On the morning of Aug 5th, day six of 
our camp, we broke down the -1700 meter 
camp, stowed it on high ground, and began 
our ascent out of the cave. We had dropped 
food bags at higher up camps to be used on 
the way out, so that we only carried out two 
bags per person. We made our way back to 
the drainage divide and to the -1400 meter 
camp… which we three foreigners jokingly 
referred to as “Mir” since instead of a silk 
tent, the large shelter was constructed out of 
pipes, tarps and shimmering space blankets. 
We had arrived pretty early in the day but 
hung out at camp waiting for Genna’s two 
Russian friends (Vladimir and Ivan, who 
had entered the cave a few days prior on a 
tourist trip) to join us. They arrived bringing 
with them lots of vodka, Jägermeister, and 
what was described as a Siberian moonshine-
like beverage. What proceeded were many 
toasts and a jolly evening with one of the 
highlights being Hakan randomly declaring 
“Viva Argentina!”.  

Needless to say the next day we slept in 
until noon. Vladimir and Ivan decided to take 
the day off. Hakan, Zeb, Genna, Olha and I 
had a short day hauling our bags to the -1200 
meter camp as there would not be enough 
food left at the -1400 meter camp to simply 
take the day off. The following day we trav-
eled from the -1200 meter camp to the -700 
meter camp, and the day after we made our 
way to the surface after 9 days in Krubera. 
Arriving at the base of the 80 meter entrance 
series we were greeted by a baby blackbird, 
the token Voronya or misnamed “crow” for 
which the cave was partially named. Also, 
upon reaching the bottom of the entrance 
shaft, Zeb declared that we were essentially 
out of the cave, as “what is 80 meters, but a 
mere nuisance drop when one has climbed 

out from -1710 meters?”. Taking our time 
and enjoying our last moments in Krubera, 
we climbed out, emerging on the surface 
to enjoy a few hours of sunlight. We had a 
joyous reunion with the folks on the surface, 
and after a solar heated shower Feigin gave 
me an update about the other team’s prog-
ress in Berchilskaya.  

The Ukrainians would be staying another 
week to push Berchilskaya before starting 
the drive back to Ukraine, but for Zeb and 
me it was time to go home. The following 
morning we hiked our personal gear down 
and met the truck that would take us down 
the mountain and to the Abkhazi-Russian 
border, which we managed to cross with 
relative ease. Once in Russia we took a taxi 
back to the hotel we had stayed at two weeks 
prior and enjoyed a trip back to our favorite 
kebab place, followed by a beer, ice cream, 
street food, and wine crawl to celebrate our 
last day in Russia and an excellent adventure 
in the world’s deepest cave (two weeks later 
it would become the second deepest when 
exploration would extend Veryovkina  to 
-2212 meters of depth).  

Caving brings people together. Genna 
is Crimean, Yuriy and others not. Early on, 
triggered by a question or comment from 
Zeb or me, Yuriy proclaimed “no politics, 
no politics”. Previous expeditions have 
seen other participants from different sides 
of borders, speaking different languages, 
meeting up in Abkhazia to explore this spec-
tacular cave. I think this is in part a tribute 
to the approach of Yuriy and others of the 
Ukrainian Speleology Society. Zeb, Hakan 
and I were welcomed with overwhelming 
hospitality and gratitude for our desire to 
help with the project. While exploration in 
Krubera seems to be slowing down, other 
prospects lie on the horizon for this group 
and I plan to join them again in summer of 
2019. 
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Camp in the Hall of the Soviet Speleologists 
at -1710m

Zeb hauling dive gear to the sump
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The Discovery of a Lifetime
(by Dan Austin)

It’s almost surreal to think that we’ve 
been involved with surveying in the Splinter 
Section at Jewel Cave for the last five 
years. The time we’ve spent has gone by 
faster than we can keep up with. The new 
passages, camps, lakes and countless miles 
of discoveries have gone by in a frenzied 
blur. Looking back on the last five years, 
we’ve been incredibly fortunate to have 
been involved in such amazing discoveries. 
The friendships and stories we have created 
will last us the rest of our lives. Some of 
the times we had were hard: spending days 
underground, cut off from the rest of the 
world, away from family or loved ones, was 
difficult. It was even harder when the cave 
just wouldn’t go where we wanted it to. But 
the rewards have been worth it. We’ve been 
successful in pushing a single lead to one of 
the biggest discoveries during the last few 
decades of exploration at the cave. We’ve 
found things that nobody ever expected to 
find. We’ve stood in places where no one 
has stood, or dreamed of standing, before. 
And of course, the cave keeps going. All the 
way out there on the edge, more than 12 
hours from the entrance, there are hundreds 
of passages waiting to be explored, and the 
ever-tantalizing wind, which beckons us to 
go even further.  

It was March 9th, 2014 when Rene 
Ohms, Chris Pelczarski and I set out on 
a day trip to the western branch of Jewel 

Five Years of Discovery in the Splinter Section,  
Jewel Cave National Monument

Dan Austin, Rene Ohms, Chris Pelczarski, and Adam Weaver

Cave. Our objective was to survey some 
not-so-promising leads and maybe try and 
track down the elusive airflow on the other 
side of Coyote Flats, where the wind howls. 
Little did we know that this fateful trip 
would be the beginning of some of the best 
times of our lives, and some of the biggest 
discoveries we would ever make. Out there 
on (what was then) the edge of the cave, four 
hours from the entrance, we wormed our 
way through a narrow fissure that we called 
the Southwest Splinter. It was tight, nasty 
business, and by the end of the trip, we had 
only progressed 300 feet to the southwest, 
but we were ecstatic. The Splinter poked out 
into blank space, away from the rest of the 
cave. Scooping ahead a short distance at the 
end of the day, Chris reported a junction of 
passages to return to—nothing huge, but it 
was promising—and a very slight breeze that 
gave me hope that this would be the way on. 
We have since only felt that breeze a handful 
of times in the Splinter—the air clearly takes 
another route into the new discoveries—and 
whether by fate or happenstance, it was 
blowing on the day we found it.

It was a few months before we returned 
to the area, to see where the passages on 
the other side of the Southwest Splinter 
led. Rene couldn’t make the next trip, so 
Chris and I were joined by Larry Shaffer and 
Ian “Big Day” Chechet. It quickly became 
apparent that the passages on the other side 
of the Splinter were heading south—away 
from known cave—and it wasn’t long before 

we were out of the narrow fissures near 
the Splinter and surveying in 30-foot-tall 
passages. I vividly remember establishing 
a new survey designation, calling it the !? 
survey with a “wahoo!” as we surveyed into 
virgin cave. At the end of the day, we had 
found over 1,700 feet of new passages and 
left over 20 leads to go back to. 

That summer, the NSS convention was 
held at the NSS Headquarters in Huntsville, 
Alabama. I remember entering the Jewel 
Cave map in the cartography salon that 
year, with the newly discovered 2,000 feet of 
passage sticking out to the southwest. During 
the cartography critique, Paul Burger made 
a statement that turned out to be prophetic: 
“Anytime there’s a breakthrough in Jewel 
Cave, it goes for at least 20 miles,” he said 
flatly, examining the new passages on the 
map. I think there were more than a few of 
us that looked surprised—after all, we had 
only found less than half a mile of new stuff 
by that point. 

This March is the five year anniversary 
of the Southwest Splinter discovery. During 
those short five years, we’ve managed to 
turn that one lead into 25 miles of surveyed 
passages, with hundreds of leads waiting to 
be explored. The discovery of the Splinter 
section has shifted the major focus for 
exploration at Jewel Cave, and it has 
fundamentally changed what we know (or 

All photos are NPS Photos by Dan 
Austin

Carl Bern at Piso Mojado Lake, near Deep 
Camp

Katey Bender in an upper level passage near Deep Camp
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thought we knew) about the cave in ways that 
we could never have imagined. It has led us 
swiftly to a major milestone in exploration 
that we thought was still years away, the 
200th mile marker. And we continue to 
follow the air at the end, to push the cave 
to wherever it may lead us. We hope that 
this discovery keeps us busy for generations 
to come. The best part: there is still no end 
in sight!

What Lies Beneath
(by Chris Pelczarski)

Let’s catch up where the tales of 
exploration left off in the March 2017 issue 
of the NSS News.  Derek Bristol, Blase 
Lasala, Fr. Jonathan Venner and I headed in 
again for a four-day trip to Deep Camp, to 
continue pushing the end of the cave.  Derek 
did some quick calculating just prior to the 
trip and noticed that if we surveyed over a 
mile on this trip, we’d hit the 300th kilometer.  
Even though no one cares about kilometers, 
it still sounded like an enticing goal.  Derek 
and Blase, as a team of two, were the men 
for the job in this part of the cave: there 
were many, many leads, but not one that 
stood out more than another.  They surveyed 
systematically, one by one, until something 
continued, eventually reaching a tight and 
grabby squeeze lined with rims, which, in 
good Jewel Cave tradition, was named the 
VAGG (Victory After Gettin’ Grabbed.)  This 
is where they stopped for the day, with more 
squirrelly passages heading southeast.

Unfortunately, the following day, Blase 
was sick and had to remain in camp.  This 
only allowed us to have one survey team 

which we figured would destroy any hope of 
getting the 300th kilometer, as we needed to 
survey over 2500 feet that next day to get 
it.  We also knew that somehow we’d have 
to convert those 2500 feet into meters, 
which was tricky. Luckily Derek was an 
expert at that, and he also knew how to use 
a calculator, so I was no longer worried.  We 
began surveying and immediately got into a 
very interesting passage.  It was a smallish 
tube passage, and as we surveyed, we noticed 
a too-tight hole down with huge open space 
below.  Derek shot the Disto down it to see 
how much our imagination was running away 
with us and to our surprise, it read out at 
80 feet!  There was no way down this small 
hole, so we continued on at the upper level, 
hoping for another hole down.  Soon, we 
had found it!  There was most certainly large 
borehole 80 feet below us.  Derek tried to 
climb down here but was met with a passage 
whose walls belled out to nearly 40 feet 
wide, well above the floor.  This happened 
one hole after another, which inspired the 
name “What Lies Beneath.”  We surveyed 
like this for hundreds of feet, dreaming of 
the borehole we were trapped above as we 
peered into the black below through each 
window in the ceiling.  

It was at this point that Fr. Venner 
became nervous, since much of this time 
we had been crawling over breakdown that 
we knew had 80 feet of air below. It was 
impossible to tell if it would suddenly collapse 
beneath us.  In one tight crawl, he began 
hooting incessantly.  Derek and I looked at 
each other, stunned and in great confusion 
until we realized what he was doing—he was 
using a sort of human echolocation, checking 
to see if his hoots were met with any echo, 
indicating that he might be in danger of 

falling through into the borehole below.  This 
peril was fortunately avoided.

Finally, the upper crawlway and lower 
borehole merged and we were standing on 
the actual floor of the passage.  However, 
an interesting question arose.  Should 
we continue to the southeast pushing off 
the map or double back under ourselves?  
Derek pointed out that even though we’d 
be surveying back underneath ourselves and 
towards known cave, it was cave that we 
knew was large and we knew was available 
to be surveyed.  We were convinced, and 
headed northwest.  Although it was going 
away from the frontier, it was amazing 
borehole where we took shot after shot, each 
over 100 feet.  Soon, we realized that we 

Adam Weaver and Katey Bender working 
on collecting the microbial samples at Piso 
Mojado

Chris Pelczarski, Adam Weaver, and Katey 
Bender after completing the microbe sampling 
at Piso Mojado

Katey Bender on the way to Better Lake (Than Never) 
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were back in the realm of possibly surveying 
the 300th kilometer!  The cave cooperated, 
even showing off a little, with another lake 
(Wellspring Lake) and an area with dripping 
wet formations, something rare for Jewel 
Cave.  Having surveyed nearly 3000 feet 
for the day, we knew we had made the 
300th kilometer and headed back to camp 
to break the news to Blase.  The big lead to 
the Southeast remained.

It wasn’t long before another trip was 
planned, and the large lead to the southeast 
was finally surveyed. A team led by Dan 
Austin, with Carl Bern and Steve Curtis, 
returned and surveyed nearly 1500 feet 
straight southeast with little to no side leads, 
which brought them to a beautiful canyon.  
One wall of the canyon was lined with golden 
yellow flowstone that vanished down a pit. 
This was the first evidence of dripping water 
in the entire Splinter section, and also told us 
that we were approaching the edge of Hell 
Canyon.   The team stemmed straight across 
the flowstone passage, leaving the pit as a 
lead, and noted airflow in the area.  This area 
was named Jewels of the Deep.  They found 
plenty of cave continuing beyond.

The Train Wreck
(by Rene Ohms)

On the second day of the March 2017 
camp, Dan Austin, Steve Curtis, and Carl 
Bern surveyed through a breakdown mess 
beyond Jewels of the Deep, and through a 
grabby tight spot that they named GGAGG 
(Gettin’ Grabbed After Gettin’ Grabbed).  
Dan climbed down a 20-foot-deep slot in the 
floor, then through a tight hole, and found 
himself in an awkward, wide stem.  A thin 
crust on the walls threatened to break away 
as he did the splits across the void below.  
After transitioning into a body bridge, he 
brought his feet down and was soon standing 

on a real floor.  The passage ahead looked 
pretty decent, but they were out of time and 
needed to turn around to meet up with me, 
Adam Weaver, and Chris Pelczarski for the 
long journey back to camp.  

Meanwhile, we had had a frustrating 
day.  It began with surveying Bum Town, a 
punishing series of belly crawls which led to 
a body-length squeeze that only I could fit 
through.  We checked multiple leads, getting 
skunked at every turn, and eventually decided 
to backtrack to an area heading north near 
Sidewinder Lake.  After surveying through 
some interesting fissures, we found ourselves 
in a large room with multiple leads.  We could 
see some passage below us, and another 
intriguing lead sloped up to the north.  
Unfortunately, we were out of time and had 
to leave the leads as unknowns.  We named 
the room “Sweet Memories of Cebu”, which 
was a mysterious phrase printed on Chris’s 
package of dried coconut.  Cebu’s sweet 
memories had brought us many hours (or at 
least minutes) of laughter, and it somehow 
seemed a fitting name for a passage deep 
in Jewel Cave.  

When the two teams met up and 
exchanged tales, no one sounded thrilled to 
return to anything they’d found.  Apparently 
we needed to sleep on it.  We put off 
discussions about where to survey the next 
day, and decided to see how we felt in the 
morning.  Hours later, when we got back 
to Deep Camp, our sleeping bags were a 
welcome sight, and it wasn’t long before we 
were fast asleep and Dan was snoring loudly.  

Day 3 began slowly.  After such a tough 
day at the end of the cave, which was now 
a 3 hour journey from Deep Camp, we 
all woke up feeling like we’d been hit by a 
truck.  The prospect of going back through 
the Pound and all the way out to Dan’s lead 
was not sounding too appealing.  The lure 
of virgin cave to the southeast was really 
enticing, though, and easily won out over 
my body’s objections.  After everyone had 
weighed their options and assessed their 
soreness, we decided that Adam would go 
back to Sweet Memories of Cebu and take 
Steve and Dan with him, and Carl would go 
back to Dan’s climb beyond Jewels of the 
Deep with me and Chris. 

We traveled as one team from Deep 
Camp to the Adoption Pit, then split up.  
Chris, Carl, and I headed toward Jewels 
of the Deep, feeling fairly energetic as we 
navigated the seemingly endless obstacle 
course of climbs and crawls.  It took us a little 
while to find our way through the previous 
day’s survey, but thankfully Carl remembered 
most of it.  We picked up where they’d left 
off, and surveyed down the slot Dan had 
climbed. The acrobatic stem at the bottom 
turned out to be pretty fun, and doing a body 
bridge at the widest point was definitely the 

best way to go.  At times like these, I’m glad 
I have long legs.

We got our bearings and surveyed ahead 
into a large passage that appeared to end to 
the northwest, but went big to the southeast.  
Yesss!  The cave’s southeastern trend was 
continuing, and it looked good.  The ceiling 
ranged from 20 to 40 feet high.  We took 
several shots, sloping downward at first, then 
ramping up and up.  Since the cave’s profile 
took a large dip here, we named the passage 
the Big Dipper.  As we went up, we almost 
lost the way on, but found it again after a 
few minutes of searching.  We left some 
side leads, including a couple of intriguing 
tube-shaped crawls heading southwest, and 
continued following the main passage.  A 
few hundred feet later, we came to a large 
breakdown jumble, and zigzagged our survey 
through it, trying to stay on a southeastern 
trend.  With only a few minutes remaining, 
we set a final survey station and scratched our 
heads at the mountain of large breakdown 
blocks before us.  They resembled a pile 
of train cars after a massive derailment, so 
we named the impasse the Train Wreck.  
There was air here, but the way through the 
breakdown was unclear; it would take some 
serious pushing, and we were out of time. 

Sweet Memories of Cebu didn’t pan out 
for the other team.  They left some leads, but 
none that Dan was excited about.  The Train 
Wreck, in its confusing jumble, was looking 
like our best bet for some going cave.

Four months later, we were back to see 
what it did.  On the second day of the July 
2017 camp, Dan, Derek Wolfe, and I went 
to the Train Wreck, while Derek Bristol and 
Chris climbed down through the flowstone 

Rene Ohms admires Girth Brooks, the largest 
active stalagmite in the cave

Chris Pelczarski in Where The Dangers Are 
Double
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pit at Jewels of the Deep.  We followed 
our survey stations from March, and yet 
still somehow entered the Train Wreck in a 
different spot than we had on the previous 
trip.  The cave here was confusing, and it 
was about to get worse.  

We surveyed around a couple of giant 
breakdown blocks and turned southeast.  
The passage looked like it might end right 
there, but we surveyed along the left wall 
and found ourselves on a high shelf, looking 
down 15 feet into the continuation of the 
large passage.  There was no way down 
from here, so we backed up and scoured the 
floor.  Finally, we found a magic hole in the 

breakdown that brought us into the going 
cave below.  We continued surveying, and 
after only 5 more stations, our good fortune 
ended.  Before us was a terrible maze of 
massive breakdown.  We surveyed through 
it, stopping often to climb up or squeeze 
between boulders, trying to figure out what 
the heck was going on and where we should 
go.   It was maddening.  

We did finally find some real passage at 
one point, where Dan worked his way down 
a spicy climb to a mud-coated fissure below.  
We had been trending downward, and were 
surprised that we were still going down, 
and down.  The moist mud made our “lake 
radar” buzz, and we mused that we might find 
standing water around the next bend.  Then, 
as we surveyed down a low, wide crawl that 
looked like it was going end in an alcove, 
Dan looked to his left and found exactly 
that.  This lake was not as magnificent or 
aesthetically pleasing as Hourglass Lake 
or New Year’s Lake.  It was in an awkward 
location in a low passage, and had a scum 
of calcite rafts floating on its surface that 
dulled its blueish color.  On a previous trip, 
we had talked about the origin of the cave’s 
lakes, and Adam had suggested that perhaps 
the lakes were actually accumulations of bat 
sweat.  We had decided then that the next 
lake found in the cave would be called Bat 
Sweat Lake, and now, here it was.  As it 
turns out, Bat Sweat Lake is the cave’s new 
deepest point, at -832 feet.

The Bat Sweat Lake area ended, so 
we backed up to the breakdown maze and 
eventually found another way into some 
real passage.  At the far southeastern end 
of this, the cave ended in multiple too-tight 
cracks.  With time running short, we left a 
few unpromising leads on the way out, and 

stopped to survey the two intriguing crawls 
northwest of the Train Wreck that we’d left 
on the March trip.  One of these ended 
in a large 15-foot-high breakdown room 
with possible leads in the breakdown but 
no obvious way on.  No one has yet been 
back to this room, and it remains a lead.  
There are also multiple potential leads in the 
breakdown maze beyond the Train Wreck, 
for those with the mental fortitude.

Call of the Void
(by Chris Pelczarski)

While Rene, Dan and Derek were trying 
to find their way through the breakdown 
of the Train Wreck, Derek Bristol and I (as 
a team of two) decided that the flowstone 
pit down at Jewels of the Deep needed 
to be checked.  When we climbed down, 
we were stunned—the passage we had 
considered incredibly decorated above paled 
in comparison to the lower portion of Jewels 
of the Deep.  We climbed down the pit to a 
flowstone doorway with rushing air.  I could 
see the cave continuing in the darkness 
beyond.  As I went through the doorway, I 
was met with an unexpected obstacle: the 
30 foot wide passage was laden from wall 
to wall with white flowstone, giant popcorn, 
and flowstone-coated frostwork bushes.  We 
tiptoed through, finding a complex path on 
stepping stones of breakdown.  I tend to wear 
my excitement on my sleeve about these 
kinds of things—I was going nuts!  Derek, 
on the other hand, indicated his excitement 
in typical Derek fashion: he looked at me 
with a little smirk and said in a quiet voice, 
“I think we should survey this.”  

Adam Weaver ascends Call of the Void, with 
Stan Allison looking on from below

Rene Ohms ascends Call of the Void

The 200th Mile crew at Deep Camp following 
a long day of survey at the end of the cave
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Derek and I began to survey the beautiful 
passage below, finding that it ended at 
the lowest level after a few hundred feet.  
However, after two climbs up involving wild 
stems, we arrived in some very large and 
complex cave passage.  There were leads 
everywhere!  The great complexity of the 
cave, combined with only having a survey 
team of two, contributed to a slow survey 
day.  By the time our day had ended, I was 
in doubt about whether any really great 
leads had been left, but there were so many 
leads and so much breakdown, we just had 
to return.

In November of 2017, Adam Weaver, 
Kelly Mathis, Carl Bern and I made the 
return trek and began pushing leads in this 
new breakdown area.  The first lead I wanted 
to check was a narrow fissure which Derek 
and I had abandoned near the end of our 
survey.  The clue that piqued my interest 
in this narrow passage was a protruding 
knob with frostwork where the passage 
joined the larger room.  I figured that since 
I had just been there only a few months 
prior that I would have no problem finding 
my way through the enormous breakdown 
area to that lead again.  How hard could it 
possibly be to follow a single survey line?  It 
is unsettling to the core to be on the remote 
frontier, placing trust that you’ll ever see the 
sun again to another man’s memory, and as 
we entered the complex area, I realized I was 
the beholder of those memories.  I could tell 
as we traveled, certain that the left fork was 
the right way, then remembering it was the 
next left fork that we took, that this pattern, 
combined with the wild stem climbs, was 
bothering Adam and the others.  I turned 
to ask Adam if he was okay.  “Honestly, 
I just hope we don’t die out here.”  Adam 

said.  We simply lived with this weird reality, 
because what else could we do?  Eventually 
my memory prevailed and we found the lead.  
We began the survey and the passage—which 
appeared almost too narrow to fit through—
quickly got nicer.  As Adam and I split up 
to check two different leads out of a room, 
Adam yelled to me, “turn your GoPro on!”  
I turned it on just in time to emerge from a 
wide belly crawl to a massive black hole—a 
dramatic 40-foot-deep pit which appeared 
unclimbable.  I dove back through the belly 
crawl to find Adam.  Adrenaline pumped as I 
yelled Adam’s name.  Suddenly, the passage 
I was in didn’t look familiar.  Nothing did.  
The passage was much too large to be what 
I had come through.  There was certainly 
an exponential increase in worry with each 
second that went by, realizing I was lost.  
Luckily, I didn’t make it very far into that 
worry equation.  I backtracked to the main 
pit, discovering that there were actually two 
belly crawls heading out of the giant pit.  This 
alternate belly crawl would at least give the 
team something to do on this trip since the 
pit was unclimbable.  

We surveyed up to the pit, then the side 
belly crawl I was lost in, finding an enormous 
multi-level room with an impressive collapse 
of mud at the uppermost level.  This room 
we called “The Big Bad Buddha Room.”  A 
few leads were left out of this room, all with 
elusive air.  We returned to the pit to meet 
Kelly and Carl, who had surveyed some 
side leads.

Sticking out into the center of the pit 
was a large horn.  One can sit on this horn 
for the ultimate feeling of exposure which 
we call “Riding the Bronco.”  I began to 
demonstrate this for the others, and while 
riding the bronco, I found my imagination 

taking over: what would it feel like to jump 
off that horn into the black abyss, the cool 
cave air rushing past my face?  I imagined 
landing on the floor feet first, free to roam 
the borehole below.  Of course, I knew that 
wasn’t how it would actually play out.  I’d be 
dead.  There is a phrase in French called “the 
call of the void” which describes these kinds 
of thoughts.  It is the thoughts of curiosity of 
how a scenario would play out if you were to 
do something catastrophic.  It’s not a desire 
to take that action—it’s a mental exploration 
of what would happen if you did.  As I sat on 
the giant horn contemplating my exposure 
and wondering where the borehole below 
might go when we could come back with a 
rope, it was clear that the pit had found its 
name: The Call of the Void.  We would have 
to wait for 3 months to discover what was 
at the bottom.

The Boat Ride
(by Dan Austin)

The discovery of lakes in the Splinter 
section was icing on the cake. Bat Sweat 
Lake marked the 8th significant water body 
discovered in the Splinter Section.  Our 
elation at finding water slowly turned to 
dismay, though, when we realized that the 
lakes were filling up valuable virgin cave. 

While most of the lakes were relatively 
small and deep, there was one lake that was 
an anomaly. Measuring 100 feet long and 15 
feet wide, New Year’s Lake was huge. When 
Chris and I found the lake on January 1st, 
2017, we had followed a distinct breeze that 
was blowing from the 20-foot tall passage 
on the far side of the water. The only way 
to access this passage would be to float 
across—or to swim. 

The return trip to Call of the Void would 
involve hauling some equipment—rope, 
webbing and SRT gear—the 8+ hours to 
deep camp. I figured: why not add a raft to 
our packing list?

In March 2018, we set out to access 
both the pit at the end of the cave, and the 
lead on the far side of the lake. Relative 
newcomer Daniel Heins joined Adam 
Weaver and I for the historic lake crossing, 
which, as it happened, was also my 100th 
exploration trip into Jewel Cave.

We took special care planning for the 
lake crossing; we didn’t want to contaminate 
the pristine waters of the Madison aquifer 
with unnatural human debris. To that end, we 
needed a raft that could be sterilized. Luckily, 
Dr. Hazel Barton had just such a raft that she 
was willing to lend us: an inflatable kayak. 
Upon arriving at the lake, we set up a “clean 
area” with tarps, where we could change 
clothes and inflate the kayak. We would 
need to strip off our muddy clothes, and 
float across in our underwear. In the event 
the kayak were to capsize, we wouldn’t be 

Carl Bern in Where The Grass Never Grows, on the edge of Jewel Cave
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getting our primary gear wet, which would be 
a disaster that far into the cave. For a paddle, 
we placed a sketchbook in a Ziploc bag, and 
donned rubber gloves to keep our hands from 
touching the water. We also attached a line 
to the back of the raft, which would allow us 
to pull it back and forth across the lake once 
the first person had crossed.

Somehow, I got elected to be the first 
one to cross the lake and see what was on 
the other side. Entering the raft without 
capsizing was tricky, but once I was out on 
the water, it was a surreal experience. I was 
on a boat! In Jewel Cave! I almost couldn’t 
believe it. About halfway across the lake, I 
was able to look down into the crystal clear, 
blue water. I could see at least 40 feet to the 
floor below—deeper than I had thought! It 
was incredible.

Seventy feet from the shore, two ledges 
protruded from the passage walls, forcing 
the lake through a narrow, 6-inch-wide slot. 
I could see the lake continued on the other 

side, but couldn’t tell how big or how far. 
In order to see, I would need to climb out 
of the boat onto the ledges, and peer over 
the obstacle into the passage on the other 
side. Unfortunately, it was easier said than 
done, and it took several tries to get the right 
angle to pull myself out of the boat without 
getting wet or touching any of the water. I 
climbed up the slippery mud ledge in just my 
underwear, and looked over the top into the 
passage beyond. It continued for another 30 
feet, with a high, dry lead, and another crawl 
lead on the far side of the lake. I turned to let 
the others know what it did, and it was then 
that I noticed the boat had floated away…

A rescue mission was quickly launched. 
Luckily we had the line attached to the boat 
from the far side, and Adam and Daniel 
were able to pull it back to them. Adam 
hopped in the boat, floated out to me, where 
I sat, stranded on a ledge in my underwear, 
and handed me a line I could pull it back 
with. Then he floated back to the shore. I 

pulled the empty boat back to me, and was 
able to re-enter the boat and make it back 
safely without lake contamination or, more 
importantly, hypothermia.

The entire process took a few hours, 
and when we were done, we were ready to 
go somewhere else for the rest of the day. 
The only way across the lake, we decided, 
would be if the water rose by 6 feet, or 
lowered by 4 feet – enough for us to float 
over or under the ledge obstacle that blocked 
our path. We decided to leave the raft, for 
future use, well above (what we thought was) 
the high-water line, 10 feet above the lake 
on a large boulder. We wondered how much 
the water fluctuated here—the lake was so 
new, we really didn’t know—but we would 
soon find out.

Side story: In November , following an 
unusually wet summer and fall, we returned 
to New Year’s Lake to collect data from a 
transducer I had placed there in March, to 
see how the water in the aquifer fluctuated. 
We were stunned to find the lake had doubled 
in size—it was now over 200 feet long, 
30 feet wide and nearly 70 feet deep! We 
couldn’t even get close to where we had left 
the raft and other supplies—they had been 
completely submerged by nearly 30 feet of 
water. 

Where the Dangers Are Double
(by Chris Pelczarski)

While Dan, Adam, and Daniel were 
busy screwing around down at New Year’s 
Lake, we had finally found a team willing to 
haul all the vertical gear in to heed The Call 
of the Void.  Rene, myself, and first time 
Jewel camper Katey Bender rappelled down 
to find an immediate choice to go North or 
South, both in big cave.  We chose the South, 
which went a quite long way.  We were able 
to spend the whole day surveying there and 
left a few interesting leads but nothing that 
struck me as the way on.

Adam, Rene, and I were able to return 
to the lead heading North from the bottom 
of the pit in October of 2018.  As we began 
to survey, it appeared the passage was 
going to come to a definite end after just a 
couple hundred feet.  As I sketched up the 
last shot I heard some chatter about being 
able to see through some breakdown into 
empty spaceiAdam and Rene had found a 
good  dig in the breakdown at the end of 
the passage.  One hard hit detached quite a 
large rock from the ceiling which Adam was 
not expecting to break off.  As it rolled into 
the passage which was now passable, Adam 
exclaimed in surprise, “Oh…well, thank you, 
rock!”  We didn’t realize the magnitude of the 
‘Thank Yous’ we would owe to Thank You 
Rock because immediately on the other side, 
things were going but it was fairly jumbled 
and small.  After mapping a short bit, we 

Daniel Heins in a sterile, inflatable kayak on New Year’s Lake
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decided to split up and see if there was a 
way through.  I took a route that became 
more complicated than I really wanted it to 
be, since I was on my own, until emerging 
in a really nice large room.  I jumped onto 
a large boulder and scanned the room as 
its contents sparked the music player in my 
mind to play my favorite caving song.  It’s 
an adaptation of an old mining song called 
“Dark as Dungeon” by Jan Conn.  Why 
had this popped into my mind?  The song 
echoed between my ears.  “Well it’s dark as 
a dungeon and damp as the dew, Where 
the dangers are double, and the pleasures 
are few…”  Then, the realities of my mind 
and the physical cave merged—right in the 
center of this room was an enormous prow 
of rock, separated from the ceiling but 
somehow still attached in one tiny corner.  
It was sickening.  Its defiance of natural law 
was so great that I was afraid to walk under 
it, for it might choose that moment to obey 
physics again and fall and squish me like a 
bug!  Below the rock and offset just a little 
bit was a deep pit that was unclimbable.  
With these two features, this room became 
“Where the Dangers Are Double.”

Where the Sun Never Shines
(by Dan Austin)

The following month, Adam, Chris, 
Katey Bender, Carl Bern and I returned 
to Where the Dangers Are Double to see 
where the big room under Hell Canyon 
would take us. Before descending Call of 
the Void, though, I wanted to look for a 
shortcut that would bypass the vertical pit. 
We began probing the breakdown that Chris 
and Derek had found the year before, in 
hopes of getting into the lower level bedding 
plane fault passage that ran 40 feet beneath.

It wasn’t long before Chris found a 
narrow fissure heading down to a terrifying 
traverse out over a 40-foot pit. After some 
insanity, Chris made it to the floor of the pit, 
with me following a short distance behind. 
Adam, Katey, and Carl followed cautiously.

After some looking around, Chris 
found a survey station. We had made the 
connection, and bypassed the SRT at Call of 
the Void. Chris and I screamed and high-fived 
loudly, our enthusiasm bubbling over. We 
decided to call the bypass Call of the Avoid, 
since it avoided the SRT pit. However, the 
Avoid seemed to be much more exposed 
and scarier than the Void, and we waffled 
on whether to keep using the bypass in the 
future, or just suck it up and do the vertical.

After a long travel from the Call of 
the Avoid, we finally arrived at Where the 
Dangers Are Double. We split up near the 
last survey station: Carl and I would survey 
as a team of two down the pit in the floor 
under the large, hanging boulder, while 
Chris, Adam and Katey took the lead at the 

far end of the room.
Carl and I started surveying through 

the confusing breakdown below. It wasn’t 
long before we were heading southeast once 
again, and after a quick climb up, we had 
popped out into a 30-foot-wide, 20-foot-tall 
passage heading both to the southeast and 
northwest. Continuing with the lyrics from 
Jan’s song, Carl and I named this passage 
“Where the Grass Never Grows.”

At the southeastern end of the 
borehole, we encountered a room with 
water continuously raining down all around 
us. This became “Where the Rain Always 
Falls,” a slight deviation in the lyrics of the 
song, but aptly named. Unbeknownst to us, 
Chris, Adam and Katey had also found a 
room with a tremendous amount of dripping 
water, which they also named “Where the 
Rain Always Falls.” As it turns out, the two 
rooms are only 20 feet apart from each 
other, a pretty amazing coincidence.

Carl and I continued the southeasterly 
trend, climbing down a pit to a lower-level, 
20-foot diameter borehole. This became 
“Where the Sun Never Shines.” Now we just 
needed to find “Those Underground Halls” 
to complete the lyrics. We climbed back 
up at the end of the borehole to discover a 
huge maze of interconnected passages, with 
dripping water, frostwork and formations 
everywhere! We were stumped as to which 
way to go; there was cave everywhere, and 
nothing deserving of the name we were ready 
to provide. This was clearly the way on, but 
it would have to wait until the next trip for 
us to see what it would do.

Part of the November Camp was set 
aside to complete some science work out 
at Deep Camp for Dr. Olivia Hershey at the 
University of Akron, Ohio, and Riley Drake 
at MIT. The objective for the science was 
to get enough lake water pumped through 
filters so that the microbes in the water could 
be studied. We had hauled out sampling 
equipment days before, and we spent the 
morning of day 3 of the November camp 
helping Katey (the designated field researcher 
from the university), collect the samples from 
Piso Mojado, a lake nearby Deep Camp. 
Results are still pending in this study.

Since we didn’t want to go all the way 
to the end of the cave on day 3, we opted to 
survey close to Deep Camp. Carl and Chris 
surveyed south of camp, while Adam, Katey, 
and I went north. There are still many leads 
to be checked, even 5 minutes from camp, 
but most of them are small. I never expected 
to find anything horribly exciting that close 
to camp, so I was surprised when we did.

After a few hours of survey in gritty 
upper-level passage, Adam, Katey, and 
I began descending narrow fissures that 
became muddier the further we descended. 
At one point, the passage ahead dropped off 

into a slippery, muddy pit. Katey slid around 
one side of the pit, and was able to carefully 
work her way to the bottom without sliding. 
Adam and I waited at the top to see what 
was at the bottom before we committed. 
After calling down to see what she found, 
we heard her voice from the darkness below: 
“There’s a lake down here!”

We quickly surveyed the remaining 
100 feet to the shore of Jewel Cave’s 9th 
lake, which became known as Better Lake 
(Than Never). Air blasted at us from across 
the surface of the water, and I recalled the 
New Year’s Lake crossing. Maybe someday 
we would find a way across this one, to the 
Never-land on the far side. 

Mile 200
(by Adam Weaver)

Following the many camps in recent 
years, there was always a subconscious 
understanding that we were getting very 
close to surveying the cave’s 200th mile. 
With every trip, the mileage grew, and the 
cave never gave us any sign that it might 
ever end.  At some point on the way out of 
the cave, from the November Deep Camp, 
it finally set in that the next camp would 
likely survey the 200th mile. This topic filled 
at least an hour of the conversation and it 
seemed that everyone had a different opinion 
about where we should survey it, when the 
trip should be, what the marker should look 
like, if anyone cared about the number, and 
every detail about the trip imaginable.  These 
conversations spilled over into the surface 
world, and eventually led to some meetings 
with Jewel Cave National Monument park 
staff.  After talking with the park and the 
key trip participants, some details were 
made pretty clear:  Both park staff and 
cavers wanted the 200th mile to be surveyed 
on the frontier, near the end of the cave.  
The trip needed to be in December, prior 
to the holidays, or it wouldn’t happen until 
late February; this had the potential to halt 
exploration temporarily. Due to some of 
the key trip participant’s time constraints, 
the trip was going to have to be a 3-day 
camp.  Finally, there was going to be a small 
celebration immediately following our exit 
from the cave. 

This meant that we had to recruit a very 
strong team due to the distance we had to 
travel and the time in which we needed to 
accomplish this mission.  It was going to 
essentially be a “smash and grab” of the mile 
marker.  I started organizing the trip, and I 
was able to quickly fill 5 of the 6 available 
spots with some of the finest horizontal cave 
explorers in the U.S: Chris Pelczarski, Rene 
Ohms, Dan Austin, Garrett Jorgenson, and 
me.  The last spot took some searching, and 
a bit of convincing, but we were finally lucky 
enough to get the legendary Stan Allison to 
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come back to the cave after a long hiatus.  All 
told, this team had 5 of the top 10 surveyors 
in the cave’s long history of exploration, with 
a combined total of 178 miles of surveyed 
passage between them.

Another part of this story is the return of 
Kelly Mathis to the Black Hills in November.  
As many reading this article know, Kelly is 
an experienced and excellent surveyor/trip 
leader. He’s taken part in some of the cave’s 
hardest trips, and surveyed over 30 miles in 
Jewel.  In the period between the November 
Camp and the 200th mile expedition, Kelly 
and I led day trips to many parts of the 
cave closer to the entrance that resulted in 
over 3000 feet of surveyed passage.  This 
allowed us to be sure we would be able to 
survey Mile 200 at the end of the cave on 
December 16th, the second day of the 3-day 
trip.  In Jewel, it’s never a question of “if” 
any mile marker can be surveyed; it’s only a 
question of where and when.  There are truly 
hundreds of leads, located in every section 
of the cave, on every edge.  We just need 
the time and determination to map them.

On the day of the trip we met at the 
park Visitor Center, with Jan Conn there to 
see us off!  She seemed just as excited about 
the milestone as we were.  We headed into 
the cave and made some pretty good time 
to Crushing Deep, about 7 hours from the 
elevators. We then split into two teams and 
surveyed ~1600’ of passage in about 4.5 
hours of survey.  Some quick math told us 
that we were only 70 feet from surveying the 
cave’s 200th mile. On day two,  we headed 
to the end of the cave with one survey team 
going through “Call of the Avoid,” to attempt 
to locate a better way through this section, 
and the other traveling to “Call of the Void” 
to re-rig the vertical pit. The “Avoid” team 
was unable to find a better way around, 
but the pit at the “Void” was re-rigged for 
a safer, more efficient SRT experience.  It 
was determined by timing the routes that the 
rope, with the right gear, is the easier and 
better choice for now.  

When we got to the end of the cave, 
we took the Mile 200 survey shot as a 
single group. Some of us set the station, 
while others found the label rock. We used 
a carbide lamp to draw the label, as homage 
to the days of old. The milestone had finally 
been achieved. After taking photos and a 
small celebration, we split into two teams 
again and started surveying the complex cave 
where Carl and Dan had left off a month 
before. Initially, one team went southeast and 
one went west. This section of cave is very 
large, and filled with giant breakdown that 
creates such a high number of leads that it 
is difficult to pick a meaningful way through. 
The southeast team found a very large 
striped stalagmite which they named “Girth 
Brooks,” the largest active stalagmite in the 

cave at 8 feet tall and 5 feet in diameter. It’s 
really a sight to see!  Their passage continued 
south and east in some nice cave, but at the 
end of the day they didn’t have a clear path 
forward in this direction. 

The west team surveyed down a 60-foot 
tall canyon.  This eventually turned southeast, 
through a complicated mess of cave. The 
big find for this team was a passage called 
“Those Underground Falls” where water 
was coming into the cave in a huge area at 
the rate of a shower head! Upon entering 
this passage, it sounded like approaching a 
rushing stream. This team ended in a large 
room with some frostwork that appears to 
trend to the southeast in walking passage. 
We surveyed about 3300’ over the 2-days, 
bringing the cave’s length to 200.25 miles.

On day 3, we awoke early to exit the 
cave.  We had told the folks on the surface 
that we would be out within 30 minutes of 8 
pm on this day, to allow for the park to plan 
a pot-luck get together.  Some folks on the 
team had suffered from some pretty serious 
gear malfunctions on the trip, so we wanted 
to be able to take a moderate pace on the 
exit, and have time to spare if we needed it.  
At 7:55 we arrived at the elevators.   In the 
Visitor Center lobby, the elevators came to 
life in a room full of eager friends, who had 
been waiting for us to arrive.  But no one 
came out of these elevators.  Instead, our 
team stopped in the basement to unload 
some things.  Jan Conn, knowing where 
we had gone, came down the stairs to meet 
us.  We told her of our success, and I asked 
her if she wanted to ride up in the elevator 
with us. She said, “Well Sure!  This appeals 
to my sense of the absurd!”  When the doors 
opened in the lobby we were greeted by 50 

friends of the local caving community, the 
media, and some applause. It was surreal. 
Many photos were taken; stories shared, and 
pulled pork sandwiches consumed.   People 
kept congratulating us, which to me felt really 
weird:  The 200th mile is just a number, just a 
single 25-foot survey shot in a small room in 
the cave, that isn’t anything special.  

What is special is the long-term success 
of the exploration program at Jewel Cave, 
and the strength of the current program.  
The exploration program at Jewel right now 
is arguably one of the most active in the 
world. Three of the most productive survey 
years in Jewel’s history have happened 
within the last 5 years. Two new camps 
have been established. And the cave keeps 
going! It has happened because there are 
people who are dedicated to finding out what 
is around the next bend in the passage. All 
of the folks who have explored the cave in 
the past, as well as those who have worked 
from within the National Park Service to 
protect this resource, each share equally in 
this success.  

In recognition of all of this work, and for 
the bright future ahead, Jewel Cave National 
Monument, the Paha Sapa Grotto, and the 
Black Hills Parks and Forests Association 
are hosting a Celebration this summer.  
The Jewel Cave 200th Mile Reunion and 
Celebration will be held June 28-30th in 
Custer, SD.  With 3 days of speakers and 
activities it’s sure to be an event worth 
attending. 

For more information on the event, 
please visit www.blackhillsparks.org.  It 
is open to anyone who is interested in 
attending!

Rene Ohms in a newly discovered passage beyond the 200th Mile
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During the Convention this year, there 
will be several led cave & field trips scheduled 
before, during, and after the event. All infor-
mation on each trip is located on the Web 
site here: http://nss2019.subworks.com/
cave_trips.html and is updated regularly.  
Below are highlights of a few trips planned 
for this year’s event. There is a cave trip for 
every skill level and experience, from begin-
ner to advanced. For complete detail on how 
to sign up, cost, experience level, and equip-
ment requirements, go to the link above and 
click on the cave name for its description.

Pre-Convention Trips
Currently there are 3 pre-convention 

trips. DePriest Branch Cave, which is located 
in southwest middle Tennessee near the town 
of Hohenwald in Lewis County, DePriest 
Branch Cave is one of Tennessee’s most 
unique caves. The cave contains some of 
the most colorful speleothems you will find 
in the southeast. The cave is 8,849 feet 
long and the guided trip will traverse most 
of it. The cave trip is horizontal and will last 
approximately four to six hours. The trip will 
require some climbing, crawling, thigh deep 
wading, and scrambling over breakdown.  
One of the formation rooms requires the 
caver to enter it through a body-sized passage 
and may filter out some larger cavers but 
the remainder of the cave will be accessible. 
Bring your camera! Free primitive camping 
will be offered Friday June 14, 2019.

Buddy Lane is leading a trip on Saturday 
the 15th to Run To The Mill Cave and  Doran 
Lane is leading a trip on the 16th to Conley 
Hole. Camping will be available Friday night 
the 14 at the RTTM SCCI Cave Preserve

Run to The Mill is a wet multidrop 
into miles of giant borehole in Cumberland 
County, TN. Participants will descend five 
smaller drops and navigate a low airspace 
bathtub section where you will be fully 
immersed. There are some tricky climb-ups, 
so teamwork is encouraged. The largest 
drop is Tilted Well, at 167 feet. Once in the 
borehole you will travel downstream to the 
formation area. Trips will also be offered 
druing the Convention week.

Trips During Convention
Currently there are led cave excursions 

planned to more than a dozen different caves 
during the convention. More may be added 
and there will be many opportunities for self-
led trips. Below we highlight just a few of the 
major cave trips being offered.

Enigma Cave, which is a relatively new 
cave and still being explored, was dug open 
in 2010. The entrance is a valley floor blow-

NSS 2019 Convention Planned Cave and Field Trip Highlights
Complied by Amber Lehmann and Frank Bogle

hole that leads to a corkscrewing climbdown 
thru rubble. The cave consists of multiple 
levels of stacked passages connected by a 
series of domes and pits. The largest of these 
is the Enigma dome, which sports a 246-foot 
tall waterfall (see the photo on page 2). The 
water disappears into the floor of the dome 
reappearing several miles downstream at 
Boyd spring. There are some large linear 
trunk passages off the bottom of the large 
dome that lead some distance. The passage 
at the top of the waterfall has been mapped 
several thousand feet with no end found. 
Currently the cave stands at over four miles 
mapped and more than 300 feet deep. 

The skill level of the team will determine 
the route of the trip. Cavers will be visiting 
the Enigma dome. This will require negotiat-
ing bolted traverses as well as several rappels.  
If the group is skilled enough and wants to, 
cavers will climb into the dome complex and 
visit parts of the cave in that area, possibly 
hitting one or two of the 100-foot dome pits.

Rumbling Falls is the longest (by 
distance!) vertical through trip in TAG! The 
cave has miles of borehole. Once a lower 
entrance was dug open in 2017, a vertical 
through trip became possible. Cavers will 
enter the historic entrance, a 68-foot pit. 
Two short rope climbs are just beyond, and 
then a thousand feet or so of crawls and tight 
canyons leads to Stupendous Pit, a 201-foot 
free drop into the Rumble Room, a five-acre 
rotunda room. It is the largest cave room in 
Tennessee. From there is four miles of river 
borehole and massive breakdown passage 
to the lower entrance. In normal summer 
weather cavers won’t get wet over the waist.  
Please note this is a strenuous trip due to the 
ropework at the beginning and the miles of 
underground travel over breakdown once 
the borehole is reached. This strenuous trip 
is will last approximately 12 hours. Vertical 
experience is required.

Post-Convention Trips
There are currently four post-conven-

tion trips offered. They include camping 
and caving at Cavers Paradise near Sewanee 
TN, camping and caving at Nunley Mountain 
Cave near Beersheba Springs TN, and camp-
ing and caving at Grayson Gunner Cave and 
Bowman’s Pit in Wayne County Kentucky 
just over the state line near Jamestown TN.  
Bowman’s Pit is a complex cave system 
located south of Monticello, Ky. The cave is 
currently mapped at 7.6 miles with plenty of 
potential for more. Cavers will enter through 
the Bowman’s Pit entrance (an 80-foot verti-
cal shaft) using vertical gear and a rope and 
proceed to survey objectives after 1.5 hours 
of travel from the entrance. Cavers will have 

Jason Hardy in the formation area deep in 
Run to the Mill Cave
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Left: Chris Bauer in Bowman’s Pit, Kentucky, also a post-Convention trip

Borehole abounds in Nunley Mountain Cave, a Post Convention destination.
Hazel Barton in Gunnar Grayson Cave. 
Kentucky, also a post-Convention trip

Colorful flowstone in DePriest Branch Cave

Goat’s Paradise is a side passage in Rumbling Falls Cave.
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NSS Art & Music Salons encourage 
and recognize cave-related arts, artists, 
and musicians. NSS Salons are open to 
everyone; entrants need not be members of 
the NSS. Rules, entry forms, and deadlines 
are available on each Salon’s website. For 
more information navigate to: http://www.
caves.org/committee/salons/

The best of each Salon’s entries will 
be exhibited at the NSS Convention in 
Cookeville, Tennessee 6/17-21, 2019. 
Each Salon’s top award and Caver’s 
Choice award (if applicable) is presented 
during the convention’s Thursday evening 
Salon program. After the convention, 
low-resolution representations of the top 
award winners for every Salon are placed in 
the NSS Salons Web pages and, other than 
music and maps, in the NSS News.

CARTOGRAPHIC MAPS
Cave and karst-related maps. Dwight 
Livingston, Chair. 
http://www.caves.org/committee/salons/
Cartographic.shtml
ENTRIES: Cave cartographers are invited 
to submit paper-based and web-based 
entries. There is no restriction on method 
of presentation; innovative techniques are 
encouraged. 
ENTRIES: Every entry must include the 
Entry Form and either be mailed to Dwight 
Livingston (1908 Angleside Rd, Fallston, 
MD 21047 - clearly labeled “Cartographic 
Salon”) to arrive no later than Saturday June 
1st, or delivered to the Cartographic Salon 
exhibition area at the NSS Convention either 
Monday 7am to noon on June 17th, 2019. 
ENTRY FORM: http://www.caves.org/
committee/salons/cartoentry.pdf
ENTRY FEE: None. 
CATEGORIES: 1 Apprentice; 2 Experienced; 
3 Master-Professional
JUDGING: Occurs during convention.
FURTHER INFORMATION: Survey and 
Cartography Section website: http://www.
caves.org/section/sacs/ or mailto:cartsalon@
caves.org 

CAVE BALLADS
Cave-related songs and music. Roland 
Vinyard, Chair.
http://caves/org/committee/salons/
ballads/Cave Ballad.shtml
ENTRIES: Entries must be sent to Roland 
Vinyard no later than June 1, 2019. CDs 
preferred.
ENTRY FEE: $8.00 per entry: all entries are 
considered donated to the NSS. 
CATEGORIES: 1. Traditional; 2. Original; 
3. Avant-garde.
JUDGING: Prior to convention. 

2019 NSS Art & Music Salons
MORE INFORMATION: mailto:balladsalon@
caves.org or phone 518.673.3212.

GRAPHIC ARTS SALON
Cover Art & PPB (Posters, Postcards, 
Brochures) - Blake N Jördan, Chair.                   
http://caves.org/committee/salons/Cover_
Art.shtml
ENTRIES: All entries must be mailed to Blake 
N Jördan, 154 Patterson Mill Ln, Crozet, VA 
22932. accompanied by the entry form, and 
received no later than May 10, 2019. Each 
entry must be included on an Entry Form, 
have a Display Card, and be annotated as 
to its category.  Please read the guidelines 
online or contact Blake N Jördan.
ENTRY FEE: $5.00 per organization, 
regardless of the number of items submitted. 
C AT E G O R I E S :  C o v e r  A r t  ( 1 ) 
Non-photographic; (2) Photographic; (3) 
Computer Enhanced (includes covers only 
distributed in an online format, and covers 
manipulated by computer from an original 
photo or artistic format). PPB (1) Posters; (2) 
Postcards; (3) Brochures
ENTRY FORM: http://www.caves.org/
committee/salons/coverentry.pdf
JUDGING: Prior to convention. 
FURTHER INFORMATION: coverartsalon@
caves.org.

FINE ARTS
Drawings, paintings, sculpture, et al in 
Speleology. Carol Jackson, Chair.
http://caves.org/committee/salons/
finearts/Fine%20Arts.shtml 

The  F i ne  A r t s  Sa l on  exh i b i t s 
speleologically-inspired artwork. Artwork 
may be in any medium. This year’s theme 
is Passage and Pitch. Non-themed entries 
will be judged in the Open Category.
ENTRIES: All entry forms must be submitted 
before Convention. Mail entry forms with 
jpeg/jpg images of the art to Carol Jackson 
postmarked no later than May 20, 2019. 
Artwork must be shipped to address given 
on acceptance, or to arrive in the Salon by 
7am Saturday June 17, 2019. 
ENTRY FEE: Entry fees are per person. 
Make checks for entry fees payable to the 
NSS FAS.  $15 for adults. There will be 
a reduction for those who can assist with 
Salon week (contact the salon chair). $5 for 
youth (12 and under).
The number of entries is limited to 1 per 
person per category, Fine Art, Letters, 
Craft & Design, Textiles, and Cartoons,) 
for competition; an optional additional 
5 entries may be entered for show only, 
for an additional $10 fee. Theme is not a 
consideration for Show Only pieces.      Show 
Only entries allows artwork to be displayed 

for auction or sale, but not judged. 
ENTRY FORM: http://www.caves.org/
committee/salons/finearts/FAS Entry 
Application.pdf
JUDGING: Pre-selection for exhibition 
occurs prior to Convention. Judging occurs 
Monday 9-noon. Cavers’ Award is by ballot.  
FURTHER INFORMATION: fineartsalon@ 
caves.org

MULTIMEDIA PROGRAMS 
Multiple image computer programs. David 
Socky, Chair. http://caves.org/
committee/salons/MultiMedia.shtml
DESCRIPTION: Exhibition of multiple image 
computer programs less than twelve minutes 
in length. Presentations may be submitted on 
CD or DVD or via file share site (notify David 
Socky of file & site).
TECHNICAL DETAILS: On website. 
ENTRIES: All entries sent to David Socky no 
later than May 1st, 2019.
ENTRY FORM:  h t tp ://caves .o r  g/
committee/salons/multientry.pdf 
JUDGING: Prior to the convention. 
FURTHER INFORMATION: videosalon@ 
caves.org PRINTS
Photographic prints. Cady Soukup, Chair. 
http://caves.org/committee/salons/Print.

 shtml
ENTRIES: Photographers may enter up to 
ten (10) prints, of which no more than 7 
may be entered into any one category. All 
entries must be delivered to Print Salon area 
on Saturday, June 15th between 9 a.m.-5 
p.m., or on Sunday, June 16th between 
9-12:00 p.m. at the NSS Convention Print 
Salon exhibition area.  
ENTRY FEE: The entry fee is $15 for up 
to 10 prints. There is no fee if the print is 
donated to the NSS. 
ENTRY FORM: http://www.caves.org/
committee/salons/printentry.pdf
ENTRY CRITERIA: See Print Salon web 
pages.
CATEGORIES: 4 categories: Color, Black 
& White, Technical Science, and Digitally 
Enhanced. 
JUDGING: Judging occurs Sunday, June 
15th at 3 p.m. Entries received after noon 
will not be judged but may be shown. 
DISPLAY ONLY: Entrants may offer prints 
for display. 
SALES AND FURTHER INFORMATION: 
E-mail Cady Soukup at mailto:printsalon@ 
caves.org call 540.522.8631. If you have 
trouble meeting the deadline, please contact 
Cady before May 15, 2019. 

mailto:balladsalon@caves.org
mailto:balladsalon@caves.org
mailto:coverartsalon@caves.org
mailto:coverartsalon@caves.org
mailto:fineartsalon@caves.org
mailto:fineartsalon@caves.org
mailto:videosalon@caves.org
mailto:videosalon@caves.org
mailto:printsalon@caves.org
mailto:printsalon@caves.org
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Membership
I’m pleased to present our current 

membership numbers. In January 2018, 
the NSS had 8474 members and in January 
2019, the number had gone up to 8704 for 
a gain of 230 members over a 12-month 
period. January is also a large renewal month 
with many of our members’ annual renewals 
coming due. It looks like we have reversed 
the trend [of losing members] and are now 
seeing a net increase. We generally have 
approximately 1,000 members that are up 
for renewal over any two-month period and 
more than 80 percent will renew. I think 
our increase in membership is a result of a 
number of factors: we’ve created some new 
benefits, we’re contacting members when 
they come up to remind them to renew, 
and our member services are continuing to 
improve. 

National Speleological Foundation
The NSS is  p leased to work in 

conjunction with the National Speleological 
Foundation (NSF) for the betterment of the 
caving community. In 2017, the NSF started 
a Permanent Endowment Fund to create 

a perpetual predictable source of income 
for the NSS. In 2018, cavers donated over 
$50,000 to the endowment fund, bringing 
the total donations to over $225,000.  In 
2018, the Fund paid over $7,000 to the 
NSS.  Roswell Jones, whose contribution 
started the Fund, made another large 
donation in 2018, which cavers matched.  
The Foundation is also participating in 
the Combined Federal Campaign to solicit 
contributions to the Fund through payroll 
deductions from federal employees and 
members of the military.  Although the 
government shutdown dampened CFC 
pledging, we hope this program will reap 
great rewards in the future. The funds from 
the Permanent Endowment will greatly help 
with the NSS budget to provide more and 
better member services.

ExpertVoice – Member Benefit
We are constantly looking for ways to 

improve member services and to bring new 
benefits to the society. A few months ago, we 
developed a relationship with ExpertVoice to 
allow cavers to secure deep discounts from 
various outdoor vendors. This program isn’t 

intended to compete with our speleo vendors 
as much as it is to complement them. Most 
speleo vendors carry specialized equipment 
used directly by cavers. They travel to 
events, promote the NSS, and provide 
personalized caver equipment and services. 
They provide a very valuable service to the 
caving community. ExpertVoice provides 
access to equipment for sports peripheral to 
caving such as camping, backpacking, hiking 
etc. I would recommend that you check out 
this valuable new service and to continue to 
support our speleovendors. To find out more 
about the ExpertVoice benefit, visit the NSS 
web page.

Congratulations to New Mexico 
Cavers

As of this writing, New Mexico Cavers 
have obtained some success in protecting 
landowners from liability from cavers caving 
on private land. A bill was passed in both 
state houses and will be sent to the governor 
for signing. I’m sure we will get additional 
details soon. 

Geary Schindel
NSS President

PHOTOS
Photographic slides & digital images.  
Dean Wiseman, Chair
http://caves.org/committee/salons/Slide.
html
ENTRIES: All entries either mailed to Dean 
Wiseman (P.O. Box 35 Beech Grove, IN 
46107 USA) to arrive by April 15th, 2019, 
or provided via Dropbox. Limit is 30 entries 
per photographer.
ENTRY FEES: $1.00 per film slide or $0.25 
per digital image. Digital images preferred. 
No fee if the entry is donated to the NSS. 
ENTRY FORM: http://www.caves.org/
committee/salons/photoentry.pdf
CATEGORIES: See web site for details. 1. 
Story Series; 2. Entrance; 3. Life; 4. Cave; 5. 
Caver; 6. Formations; 7. Humor; 8. Science; 
9. Manipulated. 
JUDGING: Judging occurs pr ior to 
convention. 
FURTHER INFORMATION: photosalon@
caves.org.

SYMBOLIC EMBLEMS
Patches, decals, pins, etc. related to caves 
or caving. David Decker, Chair.
http://caves.org/committee/salons/
Symbolic_Emblems.shtml
DESCRIPTION: For symbolic emblems 
related to caves or caving (posters, logos, 
patches, decals, pins, etc.). The Salon Chair 

decides if an entry fits the description of a 
symbolic emblem and can be accepted for 
judging. If in doubt, please contact the Salon 
Chair in advance to discuss your proposed 
entry.
ENTRIES: All entries must be mailed to David 
Decker (5117 Fairfax Dr NW, Albuquerque, 
NM 87114 USA) to arrive by June 7, 2019. 
ENTRY FORM:  h t tp ://caves .o r g/
committee/salons/Symbolic-T Entry Form.
pdf
ENTRY FEES: $3.00 for the entrant’s first 
entry, $1.00 for each additional entry. 
JUDGING: Judged during convention. 
FURTHER INFORMATION:  emblemsalon@
caves.org.

T-SHIRTS
T-shirts related to caves or caving. David 
Decker, Chair.
http://caves.org/committee/salons/T-Shirt.
shtml
DESCRIPTION: For T-shirts related to caves, 
caving, caver activities. 
ENTRIES: All entries must be mailed to David 
Decker (5117 Fairfax Dr NW, Albuquerque, 
NM 87114 USA) to arrive by July 20, 2018. 
ENTRY FORM:  h t tp ://caves .o r g/
committee/salons/Symbolic-T Entry Form.
pdf
ENTRY FEES: $3.00 for the entrant’s first 
entry and $1.00 for each additional entry. 

JUDGING: Judged during convention.
FURTHER INFORMATION:  tshirtsalon@
caves.org.

VIDEOS
Cave-related films and videos. David Socky, 
Chair.
http://caves.org/committee/salons/Video.
shtml
ENTRIES: The NSS Video Salon is open to 
anyone, amateur or professional, regardless 
of affiliation with caving organizations or 
attendance at the NSS Convention. All 
entries must be mailed to David Socky (6572 
Woodbrook Dr SW, Roanoke, VA 24018-
5402) to arrive by April 6, 2019. Each entry 
must have an official entry form and further 
information. 
MEDIA: Details at Video salon web site. 
ENTRY FORM: http://www.caves.org/
committee/salons/videoentry.pdf
ENTRY FEE: $5.00 for each entry. 
CATEGORIES: Films and videos are judged 
in a single category.
JUDGING: Judging occurs pr ior to 
convention. 
FURTHER INFORMATION: videosalon@
caves.org.

mailto:photosalon@caves.org
mailto:photosalon@caves.org
mailto:emblemsalon@caves.org
mailto:emblemsalon@caves.org
mailto:tshirtsalon@caves.org
mailto:tshirtsalon@caves.org
mailto:videosalon@caves.org
mailto:videosalon@caves.org
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Dan Legnini
NSS 24739FE

Perhaps you’re a well-known and 
appreciated caver who has gone everywhere 
and done everything; or maybe you’re a 
caver who stretched the lead tape to its 
limit in a watery helmet-off gravel crawl, 
later to discover that your name was 
omitted from the map.

Spelean Spotlight attempts to bring 
recognition to those whose caving activities 
may be well-known or not, cavers who are 
unsung heroes, cavers you should know 
about.

Regardless of the descriptor, Illinois 
caver Dan Legnini certainly is someone 
who merits a tip of the helmet. A short 
list of accomplishments includes him being 
a Fellow of the Society, a NCRC Level 
4 instructor, a Lechuguilla team leader, 
and a serious cave photographer involved 
with the International Cave Photographer 
Meetings.

Legnini grew up in the Philadelphia 
area and graduated from Cornell University 
in 1974 with a degree in the field of 
Material Science and Engineering.

How did you land in the Chicago 
area?

“One of my professors was on a 
sabbatical leave from Argonne National 
Laboratory, in the Chicago area,” Legnini 
explained, “and he recommended me for a 
job there as a scientific assistant.”

Now 66, Legnini retired last year from 
Argonne as a Scientific Associate who 
designed fluorescence and defraction instru-
mentation for x-ray microscopy.

Throughout his years at Argonne, 
Legnini became a caver.

What was your first cave trip?
After getting involved with the Outings 

Club of Chicago, Legnini went to Indiana’s 
Doghill-Donahue Cave, which offers a 
through trip for those willing to get a little 
wet.

“It’s a cave that has ‘glub-glubs,’ where 
the ceiling is about the height of your 
kitchen table, the mud is about mid-shin, 
and water fills the rest of the passage up to 
about 8 inches below the ceiling,” Legnini 
said. “You’re duck-walking at best through 
a flooded crawlway, with your head turned 
sideways to breathe, and you’re in boot-
sucking mud. This was my very first cave trip. 
I was wearing nothing but cotton, of course.”

A year later, Legnini began attend-

ing Windy City Grotto meetings where he 
befriended Bruce Smith, the vertical special-
ist who would go on to co-author On Rope. 
From there, Legnini began visiting pits in 
Indiana and then TAG.

How did you get involved with cave 
rescue?

 Legnini attended the first-ever NCRC 
Orientation level, where basic cave rescue 
techniques were taught over a weekend 
rather than the usual week-long course.

“I remember arriving at the campground 
and setting up my tent right next to an 
Indiana State Trooper’s tent,” he said. 
“Cavers and cops live in two different worlds, 
but I realized then that we were all there 
simply to learn about cave rescue.”

 Legnini said he was impressed by the 
first responder professionals.

“I saw how they rigged a rope and 
packaged and hauled a victim up the rope,” 
he said. “Those guys really knew what they 
were doing, and that’s why I went through 
the rest of the NCRC levels. I wanted to learn 
rigging from people who really knew what 
they were doing.”

 Legnini’s expertise came in handy 
when he was called to help in three different 
serious cave rescues.

 “The first was when a guy broke his leg 
caving while at SERA, where I happened to 
be in attendance,” he said. “The second was 
the Emily Mobley rescue.”

How were you involved with the 
rescue of Emily Davis Mobley from 
Lechuguilla?

 In 1991, Mobley had been on a survey 
team in Lechuguilla Cave, in New Mexico, 
when a boulder broke loose and fell on her 
leg. Already on site with another caving 
team, Legnini helped with in-cave rigging 
and co-supervised surface operations and 
communications for the three-day operation 
to remove Mobley from the cave.

 His third cave rescue also was at 
Lechuguilla in the 1990s, where another 
caver broke his ankle. Legnini assisted with 
a small party self-rescue, where the victim 
crawled and climbed out of the cave over 
the course of two days.

 Through all his rescue training and 
experiences, Legnini learned “the authorities 
know what the cavers do best, and the cavers 
know what the authorities do best. We all 
have our strengths and weaknesses. If you 
need a helicopter to rescue someone, you 
don’t ask a caver. But if you need to rig a 
pit with a waterfall going down it, you don’t 
ask a fireman.”

 As a Lechuguilla trip leader, Legnini 
has been involved with the various organiza-
tions that manage the cave for the past two 
decades. He also helped formulate policies 
for minimizing caver impact.

How did you get interested in cave 
photography?

 Legnini said he’d always been interested 
in photography even before being drawn to 
caving. But after spending significant money 
on film and processing to document a cave 
trip to Belize, he decided to go digital.

 “My first digital camera was a water-
resistant Pentax point-and-shoot,” he said. 
“I started to carry it in my pocket while at 
Lechuguilla. It was 4 megapixels.”

 Legnini said he gradually improved his 
technique, discovering that he shot better 
cave photos if the flash is separated from 
the camera.

“I like the quick, action shots,” he said. 
“Even if they look like snapshots, it’s the 
activity being done and the expression on 
the subject’s face that makes it interesting.”

Legnini later brought full photo gear 
into Lechuguilla and even led trips for other 
photographers.

What is the ICPM?
In 2011, he attended the first-ever 

International Cave Photographers Meeting, 
which took place in France. While the NSS 
Photography Section is for cavers who 
are interested in photography, the ICP 
is an international group of serious cave 
photographers.

 “The purpose of the ICPM is to bring 
together some of the top cave photographers 
in the world,” Legnini said. “There only are 
around 100 on the mailing list.”
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A March 2019 ICP meeting is being 
held at a national park in southern Japan, but 
Legnini was the co-organizer of the group’s 
2018 event in Carlsbad, New Mexico.

“Peter Jones and I put it together,” he 
said. “There were some logistical challenges, 
not the least of which was finding cave gear 
for 40 or 50 people because of WNS. I 
just want to say we’re very appreciative to 
the many western cavers, and others, who 
stepped up and loaned their cave gear for 
that week.”

Legnini also hoped that spirit of caver 
cooperation would continue as cavers from 
non-WNS states travel east to participate 
in future events like Convention and other 
campouts.

Legnini said one of his latest interests is 
the world of stereo photography. Eventually, 
he said, he will create a website to display 
his cave photos. All he needs is a little more 
time.

“Right now, I’m so busy,” he said. “I 
don’t have a lot of time to spend on my 
photos once I get back home from a trip. I 
look at them. I dream about them. I share 
them with a few friends.”

What are some of your other caving 
interests?

To date, Legnini has been involved 
with NSS Sections including Vertical, 
Photography, Cartography, and NCRC. He 
has caved internationally in Australia, Belize, 
Czech Republic, France, Italy, Japan, New 
Zealand, Switzerland, and Turkey; and he 
has surveyed in Fern Cave, in Lechuguilla, 
and in Belize.

“I call myself a ‘project caver,’” he 
said. “There’s nothing wrong with sport or 
weekend caving, but these days I like to enter 
caves for survey, science, or photography. 
With cave projects, there is work to be done, 
people are needed, and I just want to be 
someone who helps get that work done.”

In the meantime, Legnini spends 
his time working on photo equipment, 
upkeeping his rustic home, and maintaining 
his E-350 van with Quigley 4x4 suspension.

What are your remaining goals in 
caving, and plans for the future?

“Caving-wise, I don’t have big-time 
goals,” he said. “I’m now noticing that I’m 
closer to age 70 than I am to 60. I’m tending 
to slow down a little, but I’m hoping that age 
is not going to be a barrier for me.”

Legnini said: “I’ve heard people ask why 
someone would crawl through a crawlway, 
or rappel into a pit and you don’t even know 
if the rope reaches the bottom. Why would 
you do all that? Well, once you do it, then 
you’ll find out!”

Should Grotto member-
ship be contingent on NSS 

membership?
Recently I read a letter from the NSS 

board that mentioned that the NSS was 
having financial difficulties, partially due to 
less membership. Having been involved with 
two grottos in Arizona, including creating 
one, I have had much experience in deal-
ing with grotto dues and NSS membership 
requirements. 

When I became an NSS member 30 
years ago, Grotto members were required to 
join the NSS ( I believe there was a one year 
grace period. At least that was the case in 
the grotto I was involved in). Lately this rule 
has been ignored by the NSS, or left up to 
the grottos to decide. I believe this a mistake. 
It seems to me that a certain percentage of 
new grotto members (and perhaps to a lesser 
extent established ones) don’t mind getting 
a “free ride”. If there are already members 
who are not NSS, a new member may see 
no harm in it, so the problem grows. Now I 
realize that, in very rare cases, an individual 
may truly have difficulty affording the annual 
NSS dues. I am confident that most grottos, 
when faced with this situation, would find 
a way to “pass the hat” to help. After all, 
cavers rely on each other in many ways. We 
are comrades.

I have always believed that being a 
grotto member and being an NSS member 
go hand in hand. In fact, I see it as an oxymo-
ron to be a grotto member without being an 
NSS member. After all, what is a “grotto” 
except a local arm of the NSS? How can a 
“part” not be associated with the “whole”? 

When I spoke to recent NSS board 
members about this changing policy, I 

was told that the rule is “too difficult to 
enforce” and it “potentially prohibits grotto 
membership”, which we of course want to 
encourage. It is better for new cavers to get 
associated with experienced, conscientious 
cavers. However, in my experiences in life, 
I find that most people can find a way to 
afford things they truly enjoy, especially 
when we are not talking about large sums 
of money. Most cavers spend more than 
the annual NSS dues on gas for one or two 
trips to caves.

As for the benefits of NSS member-
ship, it is a reality that being associated with 
an NSS Grotto, and the NSS, gives cavers 
access to a vast network of other cavers and 
grottos. In addition, having created a grotto 
here in Arizona from what was formally a 
bunch of caving friends, I can tell you that 
being associated with a large national orga-
nization gives one more clout when dealing 
with landowners and government entities.

Finally, why would anyone who loves 
caving and knows the value of cave conserva-
tion and educating others in safe and ethical 
caving not support an organization that 
promotes all these values?

So, I strongly encourage the NSS to 
start enforcing the old rule. A grace period 
for new grotto members is fine, and can be 
left up to the individual grotto, but we must 
stop letting some grotto members ride on the 
back of others who do pay their NSS dues 
each year and help keep the organization, 
that their grotto is part of, alive. This would 
improve the cash flow in the NSS and, in my 
humble opinion, make all grotto members 
on an equal footing as to the commitment 
of having a true NSS grotto.

Safe Caving and thanks for listening.
Pete Fine
Tucson, AZ

Taken in Red Lake Pit, Upper Guads, New Mexico, a 50-foot vertical drop into a small room 
containing many rare large tiger salamanders. I was fortunate to have the camera ready when 
this cute little guy popped his head out of the mud.
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The Carbide Dump
Blue Ridge Grotto
January 2019, Vol. 54, Number 1

Survey trips upstream in Classic Canyon, 
a passage in the historic part of Maxwelton 
Sink Cave, have cavers squeezing and 
straining to get through the section’s cozy 
confines. Although tall, the canyon is really 
just a long stretch of large potholes and 
plunge pools interconnected by small slots, 
which has drastically limited cavers’ ability 
to survey efficiently. Over five trips, a total 
of less than 1,000 feet have been mapped. 
However, the passage has yet to end, and 
remains intriguing with a strong breeze 
coursing through its narrow walls. 

West Virginia Caver
West Virginia Grottos
January 2019, Vol. 37, Number 1

At the far downstream reaches of 
Sweetwater River in Maxwelton Sink 
Cave, cavers have gotten into a complex 
passage system which they are calling Culvert 
Creek. Ceiling heights in this area of the cave 
soar to over 80 feet high, and the passage 
as a whole becomes much more vertical 
and maze-like. Several waterfalls and dome 
climbs have been encountered, necessitating 
bolt climbing to fully explore. Cavers are 
optimistic that this new section of cave may 
ascend high enough in elevation to route 
them over the Sweetwater River sump, which 
has, thus far, halted their exploration.

The Region Record
Virginia Region of the NSS
Winter 2018, Vol. 31, Number 4

It’s hard to read through West Virginia 
caving news the last couple years with-
out stumbling across a mention of the 
Sweetwater River in Maxwelton Sink 
Cave. This should come as no surprise 
though, as the new passage, discovered 
by Nikki Fox and Chris Coates in 2016, 
has generated over seven new miles of 
cave. Although there is the occasional low 
air space, Sweetwater and its various side 
leads tend toward booming borehole, with 
passages spanning over 100 feet across. 
Expeditions at the far end of Sweetwater 
have recently pushed Maxwelton Sink Cave 
past the 20-mile mark, and brought it tanta-
lizingly close to McClungs Cave. With the 
establishment of a camp safe from flood, 
cavers are confident discovery will continue 
at a rapid pace, with hopes that one day 
Maxwelton and the surrounding caves can 
be assimilated into one massive 100-mile 
long system.

Newsletter of Hawai’i Speleological 
Survey
Hawai’i Speleological Survey of the NSS
Fall 2018, Number 44

On October 17, some exciting Hawaii 
caving news was announced. The Hawaii 
Grotto, defunct for over ten years, will be 
resurrected, with the first meeting taking 
place on February 2, 2019. 

After Peter Bosted finished surveying a 
new lava tube cave, the landowner requested 
he use his surveying equipment for one last 
job, to measure the height of a lama tree near 
the entrance of a cave. Much to the delight 
of the landowner, Bosted determined the 
tree to be nearly world-record height, leav-
ing him with a fitting name for the 975-foot 
long lava tube, Lama Nui Cave, Hawaiian 
for big lama tree. 

Tomislav Gracanin and Veda Hackell 
have spent the past ten years exploring in 
the Hulili Cave Complex, discovering 
and mapping several new sections of the 
lava tube system. Despite their dedication 
and ambition, the long sought connections 
between the various tubes in the system have 
yet to be discovered. However, their work 
has been useful in placing the independent 
lava tubes into context with their surrounding 
neighbors, providing cavers with a more 
complete picture of the Hulili Cave System. 

Jason Richards hasn’t let his work 
constraints, which necessitate him living on 
Oahu, a decidedly cave poor island, limit his 
caving. Diving in the waters of Shark Cove, 
Jason and his wife explored and surveyed 
several short caves that exist within a 

limestone bed on the northern Oahu shore. 

Cave surveying often takes us to some 
extreme places, just ask Peter Bosted, who 
recently surveyed Pumahana Cave, located 
in a lava flow only four years old. An initial 
visit to the cave in 2016, with renowned 
German cave scientist Andreas Pflitsch, 
found the cave much too hot to visit, with 
temperatures just inside the entrance reach-
ing over 245 degrees Celsius. However, just 
a year later, Bosted was able to enter and 
map the upper sections of the cave, while 
navigating through steamy, hot, low-visibility 
conditions.   

Exploring the North Kona flow, Doug 
Medville discovered and mapped the 1667-
foot Lime Slime Cave. Filled with an 
abundance of unique green and gold slime, 
the cave presents somewhat of a navigational 
challenge to lava tube cavers with its low 
ceilings and breakdown floors.

The Kansas Kaver 
Kansas Speleological Society 
January 2019, Vol. 36, Number 1

Bryan Bain tasted sweet success last 
year, finally jackhammering his way into 
going passage in a blowing sinkhole in Butler 
County, Kansas. The feat took more than 
forty digging trips, but it was well worth 
the effort, as he was able to survey close to 
3,000 feet after his breakthrough. The new 
cave opening, aptly named The Jackhammer 
Entrance, is a backway into Reiserer Cave, 
a component of the 4-mile long Smith-
Spring-Windmill Cave System.

Graduate or Undergraduate 
Geology Student Grant Available 

for Summer Research 
The Albert and Ethel Geology Student 

Research Fund is pleased to announce the 
availability for a $1,000 grant to conduct 
summer research by either a graduate or 
undergraduate student majoring in geology.  
The applicant must be a member of the 
NSS.  Please provide a synopsis of the 
proposed or on-going research to John 
Hoffelt.  Any aspect of geologic research 
conducted in the United States will be 
considered.   The application is limited to 
three pages of text.  Email your application 
to John Hoffelt; mossyguy@comcast.net.  A 
letter of recommendation from the Professor 

guiding the research is required.  Application 
deadline is April 15th.  Announcement of the 
award will be made by May 15th.

Convention Abstract Deadline
2019 NSS Convention Session and 

Chair Leaders: All Abstracts Are Due To 
John Hoffelt, Program Editor, by April 15, 
2019. All abstracts need to go through the 
sessions/chair leader and then forwarded 
to John (mossyguy@comcast.net). A list 
of session chairs and their e-mails are on 
the Convention Web site, follow the link 
at the bottom of the home page. Try to 
submit your abstracts by early April to the 
appropriate Session Chair.

mailto:mossyguy@comcast.net
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Recent examinations of a species of an 
eyeless cave fish, specifically Astyanax mexi-
canus, reveal that the lopsided nature of their 
head may have an evolutionary benefit. A. 
mexicanus isn’t the only troglodytic species 
to have a lopsided head. Many cave fish tend 
to have one eye larger than the other, for 
example, and cave crickets have different 
size antennae. Some researchers wondered 
whether left-right differences might help 
them navigate the pitch dark cave environ-
ment. Scientists scanned the skulls of A. 
mexicanus fish from three caves in Mexico 
and discovered that most of their skulls bent 
to the left. Tests of live specimens showed 
that these fish tended to follow the right hand 
side of stream passages. The lopsidedness 
seems to have a causal relationship with 
an excess of neuromasts (clusters of nerve 
sensors) that are found where the bone 
structure deforms. The neuromasts serve 
as sensors, detecting changes in water flow 
and vibrations and allow the fish to navigate 
in much the same way that a person might 
navigate a dark place by touch. This research 
could have broad implications for under-
standing the relationship between skeletal 
deformities and sensory tissue in hundreds of 
“craniofacial” syndromes for a wide variety 
of species. (Jan. 4 http://bit.ly/2SfuPVC ) 

 The oldest human remains found 
in the Arctic were discovered in 1949 in 
Trail Creek Cave 2 (AK) but lay relatively 
unexamined until a 2018 paper examined 
the remains. The remains, a child’s tooth, 
is over 9000 years old; that’s more than 
double the age of the the next oldest known 
human remains from the Arctic. Scientists 
at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks were 
able to extract a DNA sample from the 
Ancient Beringian’s tiny tooth. Their paper, 
published in the November 2018 edition 
of The Journal of Science, examined this 
and 14 other specimens and based on the 
genome sequence traced this individual as a 
common ancestor to all Native Americans. 
One of the more remarkable discoveries is 
that the tooth contains no trace chemical 
signatures of marine animals. This is remark-
able considering how close to the coast the 
cave is. Rather, evidence indicates a diet 
heavy in land-dwelling mammals. The large 
amount of ancient caribou bones also found 
in the cave bears this out. Archaeologist Jeff 
Rasic said more development on the indi-
vidual’s movement and diet will be published 
in another scientific article in the near future. 
(Jan. 7 http://bit.ly/2HQIPQB )

A team of scientists from Texas A&M 

have discovered a new species of remipede 
during a recent cave dive. Remipedes are 
“top scale predators” that resemble swim-
ming centipedes. The team spent ten 
days diving caves in the Turks and Caicos 
collecting rare animals from anchialine caves 
—inland caves with tidal saltwater pools—in 
the Turks and Caicos Islands. Four of the 
29 known species of remipedes come from 
caves in the Caicos Islands. (Jan. 25, http://
bit.ly/2UDCGZz )

From Merlin Tuttle comes evidence 
that human disturbance of bat hibernacula 
may have even more dire consequences 
than previously imagined. In a controlled 
laboratory environment for example, it was 
found that each arousal of a little brown 
bat (Myotis lucifugus) cost 108 mg of fat 
to be consumed. Fat equates to energy, of 
course, and in the case of M. lucifugus, 108 
mg of fat equates to the amount of energy 
required for 68 days of torpor. Moreover, 
such arousals significantly shorted the natural 
cycle from 15 to as little as five days between 
times of natural arousal. (Jan. 21 http://bit.
ly/2HQ589i )

Closely related to bat hibernacula, how 
do you feel about your refrigerator? BBC 
brings us the story of how chiropterologists in 
Belarus have been rescuing displaced urban 
bats and providing a safe and apparently ideal 
place to wait out the winter: in refrigerators. 
(Jan. 12 https://bbc.in/2Sqfsc5 )

Pennsylvania state Game Commissioners 
recently downgraded three new varieties of 
bats from “threatened” species to “endan-
gered” species status. Endangered status 
protection was extended to the little brown 
bat (Myotis lucifugus), the northern long-
eared bat (Myotis septentrionalis), and 
the tri-colored bat (Perimyotis subflavus.) 
As a result of the state-endangered listing, 
about 30 hibernacula and 120 maternity 
sites known to support little brown and tri-
colored bats will be added to a Pennsylvania 
Natural Diversity Inventory. (Jan. 30 http://
bit.ly/2t7wOfw )

Bats and salamanders and blind fish 
seem to get the most attention in the world 
of cave biota, but other less glamorous 
animals catch a little of the limelight once 
in a while too. In Italy a cave named Bùs 
del Budrio has caught the attention of 
wildlife biologists working to restore the 
habitat of a small colony of planarians—
small freshwater flatworms. This particular 
species, Dendrocoelum italicum, was first 

discovered in 1936 and is thought to live 
nowhere else in the world except Bùs del 
Budrio. In 2016 a similar colony was discov-
ered in another cave some 80 miles away. 
When biologists entered Bùs del Budrio they 
were shocked to discover the pool was dry: 
a nearby farm had diverted the water. The 
pool was dry and the infeeder had been 
reduced to a mere trickle. A desperate search 
finally located a handful of the planarians 
and plans are underway to restore the pool 
and reinvigorate the Bùs del Budrio colony. 
Raoul Manenti, a wetland ecologist who led 
the project to examine and compare the two 
colonies, believes this is the first-ever habitat 
restoration project designed specifically to 
save a worm. (Feb. 1 http://bit.ly/2t7aUc9 )

File this under “I never knew!” According 
to a Roanoke Times editorial, of all the 
different kinds of mammal species on the 
planet, 20 percent of them are bats. Not 
only that, a bat is the fastest mammal on 
earth.  The Mexican free tail bat (Tadarida 
brasiliensis) has been clocked at 100 MPH 
on level flight.  The bat was second to the cat 
until this research was announced in 2018. 
(VAR listserv)   

And in non-biotic news, HSS member 
and long-time NSS member, John Wilson, 
announced by e-mail the first annual meeting 
of the Hawaiian Grotto to be held in nearly 
a decade: February 2, 2019. Kudos to John 
and Mary for their efforts in resurrecting the 
grotto; we wish you all the very best John. 
(Jan. 4, Fall 2018 HSS Newsletter – listserv)

Want to see your grotto’s exploits 
in the NSS News? Send me an e-mail at: 
caverbill_64616@aol.com  with your 
grotto’s web site, Facebook page, blog, or 
a link to sign up for your listserv and I’ll do 
my best to get your newsworthy items in the 
NSS News! 
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Remipede Lasio-
nectes, another 
species known from 
the Caicos Islands.
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What does caving 
mean to you?

With nearly 100 responses to a Facebook 
poll, this is the most popular topic yet! 

Kara Dittmer Savvas: Community, 
connection to nature, exploring my own 
physicality.

Zeke McKee: No free time and an empty 
bank account. 

Ron Adams: 1) Friends you can count on 
2) Being in nature 3) The thrill of discovery 
4) The connection to the universe, we 
understand time and space more than most 
5)Tech Weenies, all the cool toys! 6) Artistic 
expression opportunities 7)Adding to the 
cumulative knowledge of mankind 8 ) Those 
parties and gatherings! 9) Skying!! Gotta love 
the exposure! 10) Knowing most people are 
intelligent enough to avoid caving!

Joel Buckner: Inner space, the underground 
frontier. The camaraderie and adventures of 
cave explorers everywhere. Our continuing 
mission: to explore strange new caves. To 
seek out new boreholes and chasms. To 
boldly dig where no one has before! A quest 
for nothing and the more of it the better!

Joe Kinder: Most of the time I cannot stand 
the surface, I prefer to be underground. 
The opportunity to get away from the daily 
grind and away from people and to be in the 
presence of like-minded friends socializing, 
exploring, documenting, it is what I live for. If 
I do not have a cave trip lined up in the near 
future then depression starts to creep in so I 
am constantly planning that next adventure 
so I have something to look forward to.

David Lyons: It means finding other literate 
wierdos that enjoy going to places that most 
humans consider dirty and frightening.

Chrissy Richards: Caving is my center. 
It’s the only thing that consistently makes 
me happy and brings joy to my life. A bad 
day of caving is still a good day in my book.

Susan Chelf: I did a lot of caving when I 
was younger. It gave me a great feeling of 
freedom! I loved the adventure, and seeing 
things most people would never see! It was 
a wonderful, exciting time of my life!

Chris Higgins: Suffering, hurting, knee 
pain, and I guess some fun too.

Ben Hutchins: Whatever you want to call 
it: tao, meditation, centering, getting right. 
Whether caving, drafting, doing science, 
preparation, or cave outreach, I loose track 
of time and feel like I’m doing what I’m 
supposed to be doing. And its usually book- 
ended with beer.

Pat Kambesis: “It’s my life….”

John Brooks: Passion, adventure, a 
curiosity about the world, adventures shared 
with lifelong friends that have become 
family...and places that I now have trouble 
fitting into...but I still try.

Andy Armstrong: It’s the only time I don’t 
wonder if what I’m doing is really what I’m 
supposed to be doing.

Don Arbur n :  The  bes t  campf i r e 
conversations.

Amos Mincin: Caving is my fountain of 
youth, my exercise program, my social outlet, 
my excuse to dig underground, my joy, my 
sense of adventure, my fascination with 
beautiful cave formations, and challenges 
overcome with help of my caving friends!

Lesley Frost: Takes me away from the real 
world for awhile—pushes my boundaries and 
takes me outside my comfy zone—makes 
me feel alive.

Ben Miller: Life and home, both broad ideas 
but definitely feels like going home every time 
I enter a cave. Familiar smells, sights, etc.

Reilly SB: Not to be overdramatic but 
probably the thing that saved my life! I 
am someone who needs A Thing To Do 
And Be A Part Of and caving is that in 
spades. Keeps me going outside, keeps me 
motivated, keeps me exercising, gives me a 
community to live in and fall back on when 
things get tough... Recently it’s been a source 
of income, too. Right now it is the center of 
my life, and it probably won’t always be that 
way but I’m glad to have it while it is!

Marian McConnell Caving has meant 
being a good steward with Dano McConnell 
of the Murder Hole Cave and other caves on 
our property; and preserving its history and 
stories in the book and movie (with David 
Socky) for others to know and appreciate.

Allan Cobb: Work or play, it’s always a 
good time. Bad trips make for good stories.

Paul Williams: Going were so few have 
before.

David Brumbaugh: I don’t know how to 
do much else.

Joe Ranzau: “Family”

Galen Hekhuis: Optimism: Not “Does it 
end?” But “Does it go?”

Crit Salaz: No past, no future, only 
PRESENT

Chris Thibodaux: The final frontier (for 
me anyway).

Ken Demarest: offers “six reasons I love 
caving:”
Fitness: Nothing keeps you strong like belly 
crawling, rope climbing and a nice mile walk 
through rushing water.
Skills Mental and Physical: I love acquiring 
all the amazing rope skills, rescue practice, 
bolting knowledge, etc etc
Community: Cavers are my kind of crazy, 
and my kind of accepting.
Discovery: Yes, you really truly get to venture 
places never before seen by humanity.
Challenge: Caving keeps you challenged in 
a new and different way all the time.
Quiet: Regular human society leaves a LOT 
to be desired. The relative solitude and 
simplicity of caving is welcome relief.

Don DeLucia: Good friends, good scenery, 
good memories and great fun!

Kara Posso: So many good things from 
people already! For me it’s kind of like 
for Reilly. Community, adventure, fitness, 
science/work, curiosity, exploration, outdoor 
connection, and so so much fulfillment. This 
thing is for sure centric in my life and it’s 
been so pleasing

Sean Lewis: Verb, intransitive. To transit 
through a cave.

Wavy Caver: I’m fixing a hole where 
the rain gets in, And stops my mind from 
wandering, Where it will go...

Chris Foster: It’s my fortress of solitude,and 
reminds me of how fortunate I am

Layla Borgens: Strength, wonder, peace 
and silence
Kim Fedrick: Seeing places that few people 
have seen. Being awestruck at the beauty 
nature can make. Listening to nature’s 
heartbeat.



Nancy Holler Aulenbach: Because I have 
been caving literally since before I was even 
born, caving to me is my very pulse. I get 
severe depression if I don’t get underground 
regularly. It’s almost like a life-sustaining 
necessity for me.

Geary Schindel: It changed the direction 
of my life, introduced me to a wonderful 
society of world wide friends, and offered 
me experiences I couldn’t have dreamed of.

James C. Thomason: Looking/finding 
virgin passage. Having good “clean” fun 
with great friends.

Lindsey Adamoski: In it’s simplest form, 
it’s a hug from Earth. I can sit in a cave 
and feel at peace more easily than I could 
ever sit quietly above ground. In its more 
adventurous form, it’s the rush of exploring 
places that very few have been. At times, it’s 
exploring places NOBODY has ever been. 
That’s amazing. It’s the adrenaline rush of 
doing something dangerous but exhilarating!

Amy Cantrell Morton: Caving has always 
been my eyes trying to focus, but it’s only 
memory of light... that’s the story I told, my 
favorite part about being in a cave.

Bryce Smith: Caving means a family I love 
as much as my actual family.

Brooke Kubby: A good work out. Science 
and exploration for the sake of science 
and exploration. Building self confidence. 
Physical and mental challenge. Team-
building; strong social bonds. Satisfies the 
need for adventure. Great combination of 
science, exploration, adventure, physical 
challenge, and skills/knowledge. A place 
to escape the nonsense of the world. The 
comforting smell of dirt. The hard-to-describe 
feeling of crawling around in the veins of 
the Earth, the natural drainage system. The 
feeling of pushing boundaries, of visiting a 
place not meant for our species.
But mostly for the Instagram likes.
(Kidding!)

Michelle Vaughn: Everything

Clint Bowe: A beautiful face of the world 
very few see and all the adventure I can 
handle! Love it!

Rachel Bosch: Using all my prepositions

Wayne Harrison: Some of my best 
memories
Kibby Winder: Fun

Drew Northup: What doesn’t it mean?

Lesley Colton: A way of life…

NSS Permanent Endowment 
Fund Update

The NSS Permanent Endowment Fund 
was established in 2017 to provide our 
Society with a perpetual and predictable 
source of income.  The Fund is managed by 
the National Speleological Foundation for 
the exclusive benefit of the NSS.  Last year, 
the Society received over $7000 from Fund.    

For 2018, the following generous 
donors gave to the NSS Permanent 
Endowment Fund:

$25,000 or more
* Roswell Jones

$10,000 or more
Doug & Hazel Medville

$2,000 or more
Stan & Kaye Sides
Elaine Hackerman
Blake Jördan

$1,000 or more
Mid-Appalachian Region of the NSS
* Bill Tozer
Richard Finch
Richard Buice
* Gordon & Judy Smith
* Roger McClure
* Bert Ashbrook
Larry McCarty
* Chris & Larry Southam
Qualcomm Corporation

Up to $1,000
Arthur Katser
Kenny Kuo
* Dave Hughes
Mike Furrey

Gerald Moni
Walter Hoemann
William Zarwell
Daniel Crawford
Robert Tkachick
Theodore Steinke
Andrew Flurkey

* indicates repeat donors.  The NSS also 
transferred to the Foundation another 
$1,245 in donations to the Fund. 

Donations to the NSS Permanent 
Endowment Fund can be made by check 
payable to the “National Speleological 
Foundation” and mailed to:

National Speleological Foundation
107 Avonbrook Road

Wallingford, PA  19086-6001

We only ask that you not divert any 
regular donations that you would otherwise 
make to the NSS, because the Society 
counts upon those gifts.  Donations are tax 
deductible and count toward the Society’s 
“Stephenson Group” donor recognition.  
To donate appreciated securities, to arrange 
for a wire or electronic funds transfer, or 
to discuss options for giving in your estate 
plan, contact the Foundation’s treasurer, 
Bert Ashbrook, at the address above or at 
treasurer@speleofoundation.org.

Members Manual Delay
Due to changes in the way the NSS 

Members Database is setup and maintained, 
piublication of the 2019 Members Manual 
has been delayed, most likely until after 
the NSS Convention this summer. If your 
information isn’t current, please go ahead 
and update it.

Holly’s Trek, by Ryan Maurer, won an Honorable Mention in the 2018 NSS Photo Salon.
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Watergate Not So Near Syphon was awarded Best of Show in the 2018 NSS Photo Salon. It was taken by Ryan Maurer.

In the Waterfall received an Honorable Mention in the 2018 NSS Photo 
Salon. It was taken by Irinia Eftimie.

Over the Falls received an Honorable Mention in the 2018 NSS Photo Salon. 
It was taken by Jacob Lieber.
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AD RATES: Now based on the number of lines your ad takes up. It is a flat rate of $3 per line. As a guide, a 
line holds 43-45 characters + spaces at our font and size. 10% discount for runs of 3 months or more.Payment 
must precede publication, but copy should be e-mailed to the editor (nssnews@caves.org), to reserve space. 
Copy should be received one month prior to publication date (e.g., by May 1 for a June issue). Make checks 
payable to the National Speleological Society and send to: Att: NSS News AdvertisiNg, 6001 Pulaski Pike NW, 
Huntsville, AL35810. 

SPELEOBOOKS.COM 518 295 7978. Cave and 
bat gifts, books, clothing and jewelry. Prompt 
personal service since 1973.
W e s t  V i r g i n i a  C a v e  B o o k s 

www.WVASS.org
FLASHBULBS for sale. For prices and info email 
NormanRThompsonBusiness@hotmail.com    4
Shelf Clearing!  About 100 NSS News, 1982 to 
2017.  Good Condition.  Also American Caving 
Accidents, Journal of Cave Studies, Caving 
International, others.  Yours for shipping cost. 
Flashbulbs available.  Dick LaForge, dick.kathy@
yahoo.com
If your Grotto or Region is looking for new caves to 
explore in the Virginia area, RASS can offer your 
group a place to camp in Bath County, VA. There 
are more than 100 caves within an hour drive.  
We support cave conservation and education.  
Contact Jason Hart at JHARTCAVESVA@gmail.
com                                                                 3

The Richmond Area Speleological Society 
(RASS) supports cave conservation, education 
and research by offering grants to assist 
projects aligned with these goals. To receive 
a grant request application please email us at 
rass-grants-committee@googlegroups.com. 
Applications reviewed quarterly.                      12
New WV Cave Books: Bulletin 20 Caves & 
Karst of the Culverson Creek Basin, WV by 
Lucas, Balfour, and Dasher. 336 pages, 364 
caves, 208 photos, 80 maps. Color copy on 
USB drive. $35 postpaid;.Bulletin 21 Caves 
and Karst of Mercer & Summers Counties, 
WV by Schaer and Dasher. 186 pages, 226 
caves, 131 photos, 62 maps. $25 postpaid. 
WVASS, PO Box 200, Barrackville, WV 26559 
WVASS@PrehistoricPlanet.com                     12

WISCONSIN UNDERGROUND: A GUIDE 
TO CAVES, MINES, AND TUNNELS IN AND 
AROUND THE BADGER STATE
(2019) Second Edition by Doris Green. 
HenschelHAUS Publishing, Inc., Milwaukee. 
Paperback, 194 pages, 6” x 9” format, 
ISBN 978-1-59598-645-0. Available for 
$19.95.

In Wisconsin Underground, Doris 
Green provides cavers and non-cavers alike 
with a handy reference guide to popular 
underground features of the Badger state.

The book is divided into four sections: 
1) Caves, 2) Mines, 3) Tunnels and Other 
Manmade Underground Spaces, and 
4) Recovered Treasures. Each section 
showcases a variety of underground-related 
venues that are largely suitable for tourist 
visitation. Among the locations selected 
are those that offer guided tours (e.g. show 
caves), as well as those that visitors can 
explore on their own. At some locations, 
underground features (i.e., caves, mines, or 
tunnels) are either no longer present or no 
longer open to the public. However, there 
may be related surface features (e.g., old 
mining machinery) to observe, interesting 
aboveground environments and hiking trails 
to explore, or a variety of educational exhibits 
to investigate. The latter includes a selection 
of several museums that offer exhibits on 
a wide range of related subjects and some 
that even have built-in replicas of caves, 
working mines, or glaciers to visit. Other 
miscellaneous sites discussed include effigy 
mounds and rock-art sites.

Discussion of each site highlights what 
a visitor can expect to see as well as relevant 
historical details, such as the discovery and 
early exploration of caves in the state; 

operation and management of lead, copper, 
zinc, and iron mines; use of brewery caves; 
history of the underground railroad; and 
associated aspects of geology, history, and 
lore. In addition, Green provides a section 
of practical tips for visiting each locale, 
which includes driving directions, seasonal 
hours of operation, contact information, 
and precautions (since the ease of access 
and suitability for families and young children 
vary from one site to another).

Brief mention is made of Wisconsin’s 
Ice Age Trail and general interest in urban 
caving. Although the important role played 
by members of the Wisconsin Speleological 
Society in exploring caves throughout the 
state is discussed in several chapters, there 
is a curious lack of significant information 
about the National Speleological Society as 
a resource for readers interested in learning 
more about cavers, caves, and caving.

Although the principle focus is on 
Wisconsin, Green also considers some 
interesting locations in neighboring states of 
Iowa, Michigan, and Minnesota.

Wisconsin Underground is a well-
wri t ten book and selected s i tes are 
well-researched. The book offers something 
of interest to anyone wishing to learn more 
about Wisconsin’s natural subterranean 
worlds, mines, or the myriad applications for 
the state’s many manmade tunnels.

Reviewed by Danny A. Brass

NSS 2019 Convention Planned 
Cave and Field Trip Highlights
continued from page 20

the opportunity to take photos. There will be 
three climbs/chimneys which are rigged with 
handlines and may be difficult for people with 
shorter legs. This trip will be long and strenu-
ous. Vertical experience is required. Camping 
will be offered at the “hideout,” which is an 
old farmhouse, at a cost of $10.00 per night. 
It is located approximately 1.5 hours north 
of Cookeville, Tennessee. 

Scheduled Field Trips
• Ric Finch: Flynn Creek Impact Structure 

Field Trip(1/2 day), Wednesday 6/19, 
Noon - 5:00 p.m. CST (Cost:$45, 13 
person limit)

• A l  O g d e n :  C o o k e v i l l e  K a r s t 
Hydrogeology Field Trip(1/2 day), 
Friday 6/21, 11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
CST (Cost:$45, 34 person limit)

• Sid Jones, John Hoffelt and Chris 
Kerr: Geology Field Trip(Full day), 
Sunday 6/16, 8:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. 
CST This trip is sold out.

• Ben Miller, Brian Ham and Nick 
Crawford: Hydrology Field Trip(Full 
Day), Sunday 6/16, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 
p.m. CST (Cost:$80, includes box 
lunch-specify, 47 person limit)

http://speleobooks.com
http://www.wvass.org
mailto:normanrthompsonbusiness@hotmail.com
mailto:jhartcavesva@gmail.com
mailto:jhartcavesva@gmail.com
mailto:rass-grants-committee@googlegroups.com
mailto:wvass@prehistoricplanet.com
mailto:nssnews@caves.org
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